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CHA.PI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This problem was identified and studied in response to a felt 
need expressed by the faculty and administration of Hospital X School 
of Nursing coupled with a long standing interest in the subject on the 
part of the investigator. 
Importance of the stud;;::. "Responsibility for administration of 
drugs rests solely with the nurse."l From the point of view of the 
patient, the possible seriousness of errors in the administration of 
medications varies from no detectable untoward effects to death. Aside 
from these ext remes, such errors may be costly. To the patient it may 
rre an discowSort due to toxicity of the drug in use or delay in obtaining 
the desired therapeutic effect. 
Errors have possible legal implications, not only because laws 
have been established ~ove rning the responsibility of employer for em-
ployee, but also because, 11Every activity of the nurse in the perform-
ance of her nursing service is the subject of potential analysis by the 
law.n2 "Special emphasis is placed on the fact that the nursing student 
is always personally liable for her own acts of ne gligence whenever per-
1 Harold Wright, and ll'iildred Montag, A Textbook of Pharmacology 
(Philadelphia: W. B. Saunde r s Company, 1948-; 4th ed.), p. 80. 
2 Milton J. Lesnik, and Bernice E. Anderson, Legal Aspects of 
Nursing (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott CompanJr, 1947), p. 9. 
2 
f ormed, whether they occur during internship activities or otherwise.nl 
Even in incidents t hat are not involved in the law and in which 
no serious effects are suffered by the patient , the element of psycho-
logical trauma to the student responsible f or the error is great because 
of her realization of its possible seriousness. In addition the policies 
and procedures of the school are sub ject to public criticism when the 
rate of error is high . 
This probl em is not unique to Hospital X. Nurses are human beings 
and as such are subject to occasional deviations from comple te accuracy. 
"Fortunately, it is only rarely that resu~ts of a mistake in rredications 
are extreme l y serious. Vigilance cannot be relaxed, however, because of 
the many potentialities for tragedy."2 
To maintain vigilance and to pl an for the prevention of the occa-
sional unfortunate incident due to error, it was fe l t that understanding 
of the types and causes of mistakes that have been made in the past was 
desirable in plannin~ for el imination or re duction of errors to a mini-
mum. 
Statement of the problem. The current study was undertaken to 
discover if an analysis of errors in administration of medications as 
recorded by students of nursing over a two year period would show nee d 
for f urther changes in procedure to assure patients safer administration 
1 Lesnik, op. cit ., p . 126. 
2 Margene 0. Faddis, Joseph M. Hayman, Textbook of Pharmacology 
for Nurse s (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1949, 3rd ed.), 
P• 64. 
of medications. The overall problem seemed to present the following 
questions : 
3 
1. What is the philosophy of the facul ty re.lative to errors in 
medications? 
2. How are the students taught to administer medications? 
3. ~fuat are the differences in th~ methods taught and those ob-
served in the actual administration of medications and why, if any, do 
such differences occur? 
4. liiJhat are the most frequent types of errors and how can they 
be categorized: 
a . According to placement of student in the school? 
b . According to shift of duty? 
c . According to nursing units in the hospital? 
) . ~~at causative factors for errors could be identified? 
6. How do these factors relate to types of errors and the estab-
lished procedure for administration of medications and/or ward routines? 
Purpose of the study. The purpose of the study is: 
1 . To ascertain under vmat conditions students make errors in 
administration of medications . 
2. To consider if and how those conditions can be obviated. 
3. To propose possible courses of action for reduction of such 
errors. 
Scope of the problem. This study, conducted fro!!l December 1, 1951 
to December 1, 1953, is concerned 1vith an analysis of 116 written reported 
errors made in the administration of oral, hypodermic, and intraveneous 
--=---- - ==--=--= =!;= =-- =---=-----
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medications by students of nursing in Hospital X. It was concerned pri-
marily with problems in administration of medications. It was not with-
in the purpose of the study to determine the extent to which pharmacol-
ogy was integrated in the entire curriculum nor to determine ways in 
·which such integration could be accomplished. 
Methods used in the study. If an exhaustive study was done on 
the problem of errors in the admini stration of medications a somewhat 
different approach would be r equired. In planning for such a study a 
tool would have to be constructed for use that would assure the accumu-
lation of accurate and comparable information on errors. Extensive 
periods of direct observations would be necessary to determine the exact 
causative effect of factors in the enviromnent. All areas of the cur-
riculum would require investigation for evidence of integration of phar-
macology throughout the course of study. Interviews with individuals 
responsible for the error conducted at the time it occurred would be 
needed to discover actual fe elings of the people involved. All data 
collecte d wolUd be subject to study and analysis in search of similari-
ties and then compiled to show their most meaningful relationships in 
terms of the original problem. 
This is not an exhaustive study of the problems in administra-
tion of me dications. Because some preliminary work had been started in 
1950-51 by the faculty and administrative staff, and because a procedure 
had been established for reporting errors, it was felt that the questions 
raised by the problem could be answered by taking the follo~nng steps: 
• 
---- -~ 
- ----
l. Review of hospital administrator's publications and nursing 
periodicals written during the past ten years . 
2. Audit of the method of teaching in Hospital X of the unit 
in nursing arts on the administration of medications . 
3. Periods of direct observation on two selected units of the 
medicine nurse as she functioned on the hospital nursing unit. 
4. Interviews vr.Lth selected per sonnel responsible for educational 
planning , assigrunent, and evaluat i on of students. 
5. Analysis and summary of the c~ta collected. 
A review of the underlying philosophy is included to assist the 
r eader in understanding the beliefs of the investigator basic to the 
approach used in studying the problem. 
A brief review of the problem in its setting is included to orient 
the re ader to the approach and work that has already been done in Hospi-
tal X on the problem of errors in the administration of medications . 
Limitations of the study. Certain limitati ons were placed on the 
study due to the methods used in approaching the problem. Data has been 
collected concerning errors in the administration of medications over a 
two year period, and so it was cons i dered better to use this information 
rather than wait another two year period to collect data using more care-
ful controls. 
The use of the "Unusual Occurrence Form11 for reporting errors had 
limitations. The specificity of information asked for may have resulted 
in lack of some desirable data. In attempting to categorize cause of 
.. 
errors, the cause as expressed in the forms was accepted. This may or 
may not have bee n the true cause. No attempt was made to determine the 
exact effect environmental factors might have had in causing errors . 
The total number of mistakes recorded may or may not constitute 
the total number of errors made by students because records were not 
available for students who had completed their programs during these two 
years. There was no information available on errors that might have been 
made while students were on affiliation. The data available were for 
students who were still in the school in October 19.53 . 
A further limitation lies in the fact that the data on the number 
of errors made according to year in the school is not comparable because 
of variations within each class group such as: 
1. The first year is not comparable in length to the other years 
because: 
a. Students of nursing in this school do not give medications 
during the first five months they are in the school . 
b . Close supervision is carried out for the first three 
months when medications are gi ven. 
2. The number of third year students is not comparable to the 
other years because: 
a. A varying number of students are on affiliation during 
the first six months of their third year in the school. 
The scarcity of previously reported studies almost completely 
prohibited comparison of the findings of the present study with any 
other findings -or standards . 
The teaching observe c: was that conducted for the present pre-
clinical students. Variations in the teaching were considered to be 
at a minimum by the instructor who was the same one responsible for 
teaching the students during the past two years . Since the students 
who were observed in the classroom were not admini stering me dications 
in the clinical field at the time of the study, opportunity was not 
off ered for observation of either the supplementary teaching done in 
the area or of these students as they functioned on the nursing unit . 
7 
The periods of direct observation was limited in time and to 
selected clinical units. Approximately one half of the observations 
were made under allegedly atypical circumstances. All observations 
were made by one person. The individuals observed vYere those currently 
as s i gned to function as "medicine nurse". 
No attempt was made to determine whether or not patients were 
aware of errors and if so what effect such knowle dge had on individuals . 
Organization of the study. Chapter II contains the philosophy 
underlying the s tudy and a review of the literature . 
Chapter III contains a description of the problem in its setting 
and a report of the investigation. 
Chapter I V contains the summary, conclusions and recommendations 
f or further study. 
~ =.. --= = 
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CHAPI'ER II 
REVIEW OF THE . LITERJ1~TURE AND PHILOSOPHY UNDERLYING THE STUDY 
Review of the literature. A study of the literature revealed a 
scarcity of material written specifically on errors in the administra-
tion of medications. During the past ten years articles have appeared 
spasmodically in such publications as Nursing World, ~ Modern Hospital, 
and the American Journal £! Nursing concerning procedure revisions and 
improvements in the physical facilities that render the environment in 
which medications are prepared more conducive to accuracy. 
Tvro articles appeared in the American Journal of Nursing approxi-
mately thirteen years apart. The first, "Eliminating Errors in Medica-
tions", was not a report of a specific study but was an attempt to: set 
up the more common types of errors; to determine what could be done to 
prevent them; to establish what help was needed from the medical pro-
fession; and to decide the best ways in which the student could be in-
li structed. It contained a discussion of the need for a system in giving 
II medications, the nurse's responsibility in carrying out procedure, and 
II the need for a written report of errors. 
II 
I! The second article, "Errors in Giving Medications", was the re-
I, port by Byrne of a study made in a specific situation. It was a com-
11
, 
parison of two studies of errors made in consecutive years. The Pro-
j cedure and Curriculum Committees were involved in the study. The find-
I ; ~ 
I 
I~ 
ings of the study the first year resulted in a change in the method of 
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identifying the patient, name~ instead of having the student address 
the pati ent, the patient was asked to give his name. The plans for 
teaching were altered to place greater emphasis on the action of drugs, 
the legal responsibilities of the nurse in taking verbal orders, the ways 
of minimizing carelessness, and the methods of organizing work. 
The second year studied showed a sharp decrease in errors. How-
ever, the method of identifYing patients had not proven to be satis-
factory and shmved need for further investigation. The chief val~e of 
the total study appeared to be in identifying causes and types of errors 
~,d bringing to light individual responsibi lity for errors. It was felt, 
" •••• these studies more than compensated for the time that was spent on 
them in decreasing the number of errors, in developing a great er aware-
ness on the part of all nurses of the constant need for exercising care 
and accuracy in dealing with drugs, as well as providing essential oppor-
tunities for students to study their own behavior and the consequences of 
that behavior."l 
Almost all textbooks on pharmacology have a section on the admin-
, i istration of medications and these have placed the function high on the 
list of nursing responsibilities. This is seen in such statements as, 
" •••• the administration of medicines is one of the most important duties 
. 1 ..ll.nne K. Byrne, "Errors in Giving Medications, 11 American Journal 
of Nursing, 53:831, J~, 1953. 
I 
,, 
•' 
10 
of the nurse 11 , 1 and "the responsibility for administration of drugs rests 
sole~ upon the nurse 11 • 2 Emphasis has been placed on the need for ac-
curacy, punctuality, and concentration on what is being done. However, 
these needs have been presented as statements of fact and give ver.y 
little indication on how they can be accomplished. 
For purpose of the present study, the review of the literature 
had its chief value in highlighting aspects held of value by subject 
matter specialists in the field of pharmacology and in comparing findings 
with those reported in the article by Byrne. 
Underlying philosophy. 11A philosophy of education is a charac-
teristic attitude toward education and its problems with special ref-
erence to the purposes or goals to be achieved and the methods by which 
they are to be reached. 113 Each school should have its own philosophy 
written as a guiding device in selection of objectives and for evalua-
II 
~ 
I 
I 
I' 
,I 
I 
tion of the program. Help in determining objectives is obtained from a I' . 
study of students and contemporary life, suggestions from subject spe-
cialists and from the field of psychology of learning. Actual organiza-
tion of the curriculum will vary and 1vill reflect the beliefs concerning 
education held by the faculty as well as their understanding of the 
psychological needs of the group . 
1 Elsie E. Krug, Hugh Allister McGuigan, An Introduction to Materia 
Medica and Pharmacology (St.Louis: c. v. Mosby COmpany, 1951), -p. 71• 
2 Wright, £2• cit., p. 80. 
3 Conunittee on Curriculum of the National League of Nursing Educa-
tion, ! Curriculum Guide for Schools of Nursing (New York; National 
League of Nursing Education, 1937), P• 14• 
' -=ff: -·- --- -=="-=='-==-·-'====~ -=-- = -=-=====-=~== ~======='-'----:t~====~= 
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The fie l d of educational psychology has provided a vast amount 
of material to guide us in developing beliefs relative to education and 
the learning process . Thorndike worked on the stimulus-response theory 
which states that bonds or connections are formed between stimulus and 
response. He f ormulated laws of learning in relation to thj_s theory as: 
1. The law of exercise wh ich means that connections become more 
fixed with use or exercise and weakened with disuse. 
2. The law of effect ~1ich means connections are strengthened or 
weakened according to the degree of satisfaction accompanying their use. 
3. The law of readiness which means that action imposed without 
readiness results in annoyance while action with readiness results in 
satisfaction. 
c~stalt developed the belief of the need for inte rpretation of 
the whole situation and unders t anding of t he interplay of the parts to 
each other and to the whole . In this, "· ••• Learning , instead of 
being broken up into such integers as intellect and emotions, always 
occurs integrally. nl This encourage s understanding of the student as 
a total personality--personally and professionally. For teaching t hese 
students, ". • • • the field t heory psychologist believes it to be absurd 
to teach f acts out of relation to the situation in vmich t hey occur, 
skills in isolation f rom use. No item should be considered without ref-
erence to the total situation. 112 
1 John S. Brubacker, Modern Philosophies of Education (New York: 
McGraw- Hill Book Company, Inc., 1939, 1st ed.), ~ ll. 
2 William H. Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activities (New 
York: ~Dp__?-e tor:_=._9en=tury Cro_fts, In~ . -! ~9W±:_I, _ p __.--:. 155 ~ 
r -
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Students arr ive at the school of nursing with certain emotional 
and intellectual needs. Both types of needs have to be met if students 
are to develop into professional people capable of self direction and 
continued growth. 
11In our zeal to produce a professional product, we have organized 
an educational experience which often produces more anxiety than any 
other experience which an adolescent girl could choose.nl Certain 
emotional needs are present due to the student's level of psychological 
development. These needs are concerned mainly with establishing inde-
pendence from home. These girls are expected to give up their dependency 
and to act in a responsible manner. For some this transition is sudden 
and for all the way in which the problem will be handled depends upon 
earlier experiences in problem situations, recognition of problems, and 
help that is given by the faculty. 
As professional concepts are being formed, the student must also 
evaluate attitudes, approaches, and techniques she fe els to be desirable 
in social situations. ''Directors, teachers, and supervisors of the 
nurse-to-be must understand the total problems of such a young woman. 
They will nee d a thorough knowledge of what motivates students to choose 
nursing , the qualities generally found in nursing students, and the 
l Dorothy Mereness, "Meeting the Student 1 s Emotional Needs," 
American Journal of Nursing, 52:336, March, 1952. 
! 
I 
I 
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techniques ~nich are most effective in meeting the psychological needs 
1 
of pre-adult women." 
The degree of understanding of the faculty of the personal and 
professional needs of students will be seen in the teaching and methods 
used. Teaching is regarded as, 11 the encouragement and guidance of 
learning activities, 11 2 and the structuring of the situation so that 
desirable learning may take place. The methods used are an outgrowth of 
the philosophy, purposes and resources . 
Teaching the administration of medication is pne small facet of 
the overall teaching program. Because of the rapidity of change in the 
use and number of drugs available, it is impossible to teach everything 
regarding all medications in a school of nursing today. It is necessary 
that some factual material be given to students as a basis for expanding 
their knowledge . They need to lcnow where and how to find reliable in-
formation concerning drugs. This philosophy toward teaching the admin-
istration of medications assists the student in developing a sound ap-
proach to the administration of medications iri keeping with the serious-
ness of her responsibility. 
The learning process is started in the classroom but is dependent 
upon follow up and supervision in the clinical area for its maturation. 
The formal classroom is a structured situation comparatively free from 
1 Charlotte A. Babcock, "Emotional Needs of Nursing Students," 
American Journal of Nursing, 49:166, Marcli,l949. 
2 Burton, £E• ~., p •. 185. 
! 
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distraction. It is in the classroom that the student should build up 
a body of information in which she would become familiar with the common 
drugs--their correct dosage, physiologic effects and favorable and un-
toward reactions. This is the place where basic principl es of drug 
action can be taught but it is only part of the total situation. 
The clinical area is crowded with many variables such as inter-
ruptions by other workers, by visitors, and by pressure of other assign-
ments. The disadvantages do not alt er the fact that the clinical area 
is the i deal place for a large part of the teaching, for this is ¥mere 
the center of all nursing--the patient--is located. If regarded as a 
laboratory experience opportunity is provided in this area fo r applica-
tion of principles that the student has learned in the classroom and 
follow up of drug action through dire ct patient observation. As ne·w or 
unknovvn drugs are encountered, her body of knowledge on drugs is in-
creased through actual experience in consultine reliable sources of i n-
f ormation. She has opportunity to see the relationship of drur, therapy 
to the total program of patient care; and because patients must be re-
garded as total personalities with varying patterns of physiologic and 
emotional reactions the student is able to understand the variable ef-
fects of drugs on individuals. 
Both types of teaching--f ormal classroom and clinical teaching--
are essential. To have t heir greatest meaning they need to be closel y 
correlated. This will prevent a fragmentary t ype of instruction and 
teaching skills in isolation. This type of teaching requires cooperative 
activity on the part of clinical instructors and head nurses so that each 
15 
~~11 underste~d the function of the other in providing educational ex-
periences for students in an environment that is s t ructured so that it 
vrill be conducive to learning . Throuch such understanding, a unity of 
purpose will develop that will allow planning of experi ences that are 
meani ngful in terms of ·what the student has already learned and will 
provide for progressive grmvth of the i ndividual. 
All teaching involves assignments and evaluati on . Assi gnments 
need to be made in relationship to the student as a whole and to the 
s i tuati on as a whole . The clinical field is where the student admin-
ister s medications and, therefore, that is where she vfill obtain t he most 
meaningful learning. The type of as si gnments will reflect its purpose. 
If the purpose is merely to have medications ~;iven, t hen the functional 
method ·will probabl y be most efficient. This is not conducive to learn-
inG the whole reaction of drugs but encourages compartmentalized l earn-
ing. 
If the purpose of the assignment is to help the student to under-
stand the acti on and effects of drugs and to develop skill in recog-
nizing sy1!lptoms related to their use, then the method of assignment vd.ll 
provide oppor tunity for observation of the patient with careful follow 
t hrough concerning the effects of the drugs used. The case method and 
team plan of assignment provide opportunity for this type of activity. 
As far as possible assigmnents should be plaru1ed cooperatively. The 
learning that is expected to result from the assigmnents must be either 
observable or subject to ob jective measurement . 
When this concept of the whole is applied to nursing education, 
consideration has to be given to the student's reactions and causes for 
responses to specific experiences . Responses are in terms not only of 
the present situation, but also the result of an accumulation of experi-
ences that the student has been eA~osed to throughout her life. 
"Because mos t nurses have heard tales of mistakes in medications , 
and because they r ealize the responsibility involved there is often a 
feeling of fear when one undertclces the administration of drugs f or the 
first time . nl This fear can be faced if the fact that errors do occur 
is admitted by the faculty and provisions are made in the planned in-
struction for discussion of the problem. 
"When an individual can talk about his anxieties and fears or 
even write them out and gain perspective and objectivity toward them, 
t hey lose some of their disturbing aspects .n2 Being able to talk over 
their feelings and fears and finding out that much of what t hey feel is 
shared by the group should do much to reduce anxiety in advance of the 
actual experience . 
"Certainly repressing the presence of fear, being reluctant to 
admit its existence, being af raid or ashamed of fears and its implica-
tions does not help . u3 Rather than attempting to completely eliminate 
1 Faddis, op. cit., p . 68. 
2 Fred McKinney, Psychology of Personal Adjustment (New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1949, 2n~edition), p. 604. 
3 Ibid., P• 611. 
17 
the feeling in relation to administration of medications, a reduction 
in tension would tend to result if opportunity for ventilation of feel-
ings were provided, which would allow analysis of causes of behavior 
and would enable the student to understand her role in errors as well 
as to evaluate her own behavior in terms of planning for prevention. 
"It is impossible to -master a complex or elaborate task in a sin-
gle try no matter what the degree of motivation or what the value of the 
reward."l However "• • • • modifications of the conditions of learning 
may change completely the amount of drill that seems to be necessary."2 
Experience on the part of the individual doing the supervision will enable 1 
II 
her to develop sensitivity to people that will help her to know when the 11 
student has developed to a level of confidence that makes her safe for J 
carrying out the procedure alone. 
Once this early instruction is accomplished the teaching cannot 
1· be considered as completed. The administration of medications is some-
thing that is not being done by every student every day. "As soon as 
we stop using or practicing what we have learned, we begin to forget.n3 
Students go through special services where they are not using or prac-
ticing the knowledge or skill acquired in actual function; they go on 
affiliation where they are either not giving medications or are subject 
1 Edwin G. Boring, Herbert s. Langfeld, and Harry P. Weld, Founda-
~ of Psychology (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1948), p. 149. 
2 John Edward Bentley, General Psychology (Philadelphia: J. B. 
Lippincott Company, 1947), P• 192. 
3 Lavvrence Averill, Florence C. Kempf, Psychology Applied to 
Nursing (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1946, 3rd editionc;-p. 241. 
=== ___ ;..,_~====iF=====-
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to practice of a new procedure . Because use is necessary to prevent for-
getting , both these factors may be disrupting to the learning that has 
already taken place. 
Head nurses need to be particularly cognizant of the fact that, 
"Forgetting is natural, it is a law of nature,"l for they are in a posi-
tion to reorient the student ·when she is assigned to medications for the 
first time following a prolonged absence . Actually, as part of the 
function inherent in her position is providing safe care for the patient, 
she has a dual responsibility, namely, to the patient and to the student . 
This involves not only structuring the environment so that effective 
learning will take place, but also a consciousness at all times in making 
out assignments for the individual student and a plan for evaluating her 
readiness to function in the administration of medications . 
Laws have been enacted that establish the le gal responsibility 
of the hospital for its workers . At the same time, 11 • • •• when the 
nursing student is engaged in internship, she does render service . Her 
status must be that of an independent contractor or an employee."2 Thus 
she is responsible for her own acts, especially those of ne gligence . The 
fact that references may be needed in legal cases as well as the possible 
seriousness of errors for patients, makes some system of reporting such 
incidents essential. The system developed in the hospital _in wnich the 
present study was undertaken evolved as the one believed to be most prac-
tical in the particular situation. 11All nurses are morally obligated to 
1 Bentley, op . cit., p. 163 . 
2 Lesnik, op. cit . , p. 125 . 
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abide by the regulations set up for protection of the patient by the 
hospital in which they work."l 
How such reports will be handled should be part of the written 
philosophy. "Punishment has a history of ineffectiveness and futility 
covering several thousand years. 112 If used routinely it may lead to 
repression in the reporting of errors. Such concealment may give rise 
to feelings of guilt within the individual that results in defensive 
behavior. The other extreme of complete freedom from the possibility 
of any punishment may result in the development of too free acceptance 
of mistakes. 
"Discipline is essential to the serious business of performing 
the hard work - physical, emotional and intellectual - required of a 
nurse. 113 However, this should not be unquestioned acceptance of an 
outwardly imposed set of rules and regulations but rather, "• 
••• 
should be the achievement by the individual of social ideals, attitudes 
and habits which make possible self control and responsibility."4 
"Corrective discipline should be applied only to cases which are per-
sistently defiant, truly disruptive of the orderly work of the group, 
1 Margene o. Faddis, "Eliminating Errors in Medications," 
American Journal of Nursing, 39:1220, November, 1939. 
2 Burton, ££• .£!!., p. 579. 
3 Babcock, £e• cit., P• 169. 
4 Burton, £E• ~., p. 573. 
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and indicative of genuinely wrong attitudes and habits on the part of the ., 
offender. 111 
Growth should be accelerated if each incident is considered in-
dividually when it occurs. Such evaluation should be a cooperative ac-
tivity in which the supervisor guides the student in developing ability 
in self evaluation. One method of obtaining information on growth is 
through the use of anecdotal behavior records. To have their greatest 
value these records should contain an objective statement of the incident, 
interpretation of the behavior in view of the total situation in which 
it occurred, any action that was taken or suggestions for prevention. 
Hargreaves found in a study of this method in relation to psychiatric 
nursing students that, "One of the greatest values in this method of 
teaching is the way it enables the instructors to gain insight into not 
only what the student considered significant as problems but also what 
she thinks about them. 112 
Assistance will be given to all who come in contact vvith students 
of nursing in helping to understand and guide them if they are viewed 
in their true prospective. Regardless of their status in the school they 
are students in the clinical area primarily for laboratory work in con-
junction with their formal classwork. They are representative of various I! 
I 
I· 
1 Burton, £E• cit., p. 578. I 
2 Anne Hargreaves, "An Exploratory Study of A Teaching Method in 
Psychiatric Nursing, 11 (unpublished Master 1 s thesis, Boston Uni versi v.r 
School of Nursing, Boston, 1952), p. 105. 
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stages of growth but as they are actively learning they can not and should JJ 
not be expected to function as graduate nurses. 
I' 
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CHAPI'ER III 
ANALYSIS OF ERRORS 
The problem in its setting. This report is concerned with the 
analysis of data concerning errors in administration of medications as 
reported by students of nursing in Hospital X from December 1, 1951 to 
December 1, 1953, and who were still in residence in October 1953. 
Hospital X operates a three year school of nursing. A significant 
purpose of the school as it relates to this study is to assist young wo-
men in acquiring the skills, understandings, and appreciations necessar,y 
to give professional nursing care and increasingly to recognize their 
professional responsibilities. The administration of medications is an 
integral part of this objective. 
Both the faculty and the administrative nurse personnel have been 
concerned for a period of years vdth the problem of errors in adminis-
t ration of medications. The study was initiated by them with the problem 
set somewhat as follows: ~lliat evidence is there that errors in the ad-
ministration of medications made by students might be reduced or elimi-
nated if the causative factors were identified? 
1linutes of the Curriculum Committee meetings for 1950-51 showed 
the approach and progress made at that t ime. Consider ation was given 
at these meetings to the causes of errors in administration of medica-
tions, student's attitude toward writing a report when an error was made, 
and the mechanical and physical factors involved. Information was 
I 
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gathered from head nurses, students who had made errors and observations 
of the student as she functioned in the administration of medications on 
the· nursing unit. 
Chief changes in procedure that were adopted as a result of data 
collected by the faculty and administrative staff in 1950-51 were as . 
follows: (See Appendix A) 
1. Standards were set for each unit for needles and syringes 
to be obtained from central supply. 
2. All medicine bottles were labeled in both the metric and 
apothecary systems. 
3. Labels on narcotic bottles were placed lengthwise. 
4. Time for administration of four hour medications was changed 
from 9-1-5 to 10-2-6. 
5. Errors were to be reported on "Unusual Occurrence Form". (See 
Appendix B) 
6. One student or graduate nurse was assigned on days to function 
as 11medicine nurse 11 • 
The 11Unusual Occurrence Form11 was the form used for reporting all 
unusual incidents that occurred on the unit that might have implications 
from an administrative standpoint. Errors in medications were included 
in this categor,y. It was stated that a common form of this type was 
accepted because it would tend to minimize the traumatic element to the 
·student responsible for the error and would reduce the punishment impli-
cation inherent in having to write a report. 
Although the facts secured had been used by the faculty in 
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revievring the procedure and in working with individual students, the data 
contained therein had not been sunnnarized. The next step in the present 
study appeared to be to summarize these data in usable form to determine 
the extent to which they would answer the questions raised and to ascer-
tain what additional information would be rendered. 
Tabulation of "Unusual Occurrence Forms" . ~ The reports studied 
covered the period December 1, 1951 to December 1, 1953. They are not 
kept as part of the students permanent record. The reports available, 
therefore, were from those students who were i n the school between those 
dates and who were still in residence in October 1953. They represent 
reports of errors while these students were in the home school and do 
not include errors which might have occurred while the students were on 
affiliation. 
The time span for which data were assembled are not in accord 
with the beginning and ending dates of "year in the school" . First year 
students do not give medications until they have been in the school 
approximately five months and then they have close supervision in the 
function for about three months. For this reason the first year is not 
comparable in length to the other years . Data were not available for 
correlation according to the number of times students in different "year" 
classifications were given the r esponsibility of administering medica-
tions . The number of students in the third year group were reduced be-
cause of affiliations and therefore are not comparable with other years • 
. The assembled records were first of all coded in numbers from 1 
to 116. To answer specific questions raised by the study they were 
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tabulated as: types of errors; placement of students in the school; time 
of day in which error occurred; hospital nursing unit in which error 
occurred; and causative factor as stated by the individual initiating 
the report .. 
Further tabulation was done to determine whether or not any addi-
tional information would be rendered that would be of value in gaining 
insight into causes for errors and planning for prevention. These data 
included: month and year error occurred; channels of administration of 
medications classified as oral, hypodermic, and intravenous; drugs accord-
ing to drug and dose ordered and drug and dose administered. An area 
called remarks was included to determine any item reported that could be 
considered as a contributory cause of the error. The tabulation can be 
reviewed in Exhibit c. 
The reports studied included 116 errors on the three shifts for 
the two year period and involved a total of 148 nurses. Nine nursing 
units shared responsibility for the errors . The errors were assembled 
in terms of number per year as well as the total for the two years. 
Charts were drawn up to simplify the analyzing of each area. 
Types of errors. As the reports of errors in the administration 
of medications were studied these questions were asked: Vlhat type of 
errors occurred? How can these errors be categorized? 
A logical classification evolved as the result of err ors in terms 
of the patient. In these errors 32 medications were given vdthout an 
order; 12 patients received the wrong drug; the wrong patient was given 
medication on seven occasions; an incorrect route of administration was 
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used six times; medication was given at the wrong time four times; and 
one patient received a drug to which she was aller gic. The tabulation 
can be reviewed in Table I. 
TABLE I 
Type of Errors Recorded 
December 1, 1951 to December 1, 1953 
Types of errors Number of incidents 
Medications not given • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 32 
Wrong- dose administered • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 30 
11edication given without order • • • • • • • • • • • • • 24 
Wrong drug administered • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 12 
Medication given to vvrong patient • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 
Incorrect route of administration • • • • • • • 5 
Medication given at wrong time. • • • • • • • • • • 4 
Medication given to patient knoYm 
to be allergic to drug. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
SOURCE: Tabulated from reports of errors in administration of medica-
tions as made by students of nursing in Hospital X 
These data show a wide range of frequency according to types of 
errors. There was a difference of eight between the three highest types 
of errors, that is, medications not given, wrong dose administered and 
I 
medication given without an order. The type with the highest frequency, j 
medications not given, had a slightly higher frequency than a combina-
tion of the five lowest, that is, wrong drug administered, medication 
given to Y~ong patient, incorrect route of administration, medication 
given at wrong time and medication given to patient known to be allergic 
to the drug. 
It was impossible to determine definitely whether or not any of 
these errors were responsible for delaying the therapeutic effect of 
27 
' treatment or increasing the cost of patient care. There was no incident 
recorded in which an antidote was needed. That such errors do have some 
undetermined effect on the demand for nursing time was evident in the 
occasional inclusion of a statement on the report concerni.Dg the need for 
a period of closer observation of the patient. 
Number of errors according ..!:£ placement ~ the school. As the 
reports were analyzed, questions were raised concerning the placement 
. in t he school of students responsible for the errors. Was there any 
difference in frequency of errors reported by students in their first, 
second or third year? Did the frequency of errors according to the place-
ment of the student in the school increase or decrease from the first 
year studied to the second year? Did other personnel contribute to the 
errors made by students? 
The findings of this part of the study can be noted in Table II . 
Students in their first year showed a constant figure of 19 for each of 
the two years studied. Students in their second year had the highest 
number with 28 errors the first year and 32 the second year studied. 
Students in their third year had 14 errors the first year studied and 
10 the second year. Graduate nurses shared responsibility with students 
in 11 errors the first year and in 15 errors the second year studied. 
Because of the limitation in the data previously stated (Chapter I 
page 6), it was impossible to compare students in different year cate-
gor ies. However, a study of the individual reports was made to determine 
the number of errors in which any one student might have been involved. 
The range was one to four. In 45 instances one student was responsible 
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TABLE I I 
NUI..:BER OF ERRORS IN ADMINISTRATION OF MED ICATIONS 
. r 
REPORTED BY STUDENTS OF NURSING 
CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO YEMl IN THE SCHOOL 
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SOURCE: Compiled from the anal ysis of -errors made by students 
of nursing as reported on "Unusual Occurrence Forms " 
from December 1 , 1951 t o December 1 , 1953 . 
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for one error each. In 22 instances one student was either responsible 
for or shared responsibility for 2 errors. Seven students were involved 
in 3 errors each. The highest number of errors in vvhich any one student 
was found to be involved was four. 'I'hree students were responsible for 
this number . 
The study showed there were 94 students in the sample. Seventy 
seven were actually involved in errors leaving seventeen students with-
out responsibility for errors up to the time of the study. This means 
there was an average of 1.2 errors per student and that 80 percent of 
the students had some responsibility in errors. 
Number of errors according to shift. As the analysis of the 
"Unusual Occurrence Forms" progressed certain questions were raised con-
cerning the time of day when errors occurred. Did more errors occur 
during the students experience on days, evenings, or nights? Did the 
number of errors according to time of occurrence differ fro~ the first 
to the second year studied? 
The student's assignment for experience during different times of 
the day was planned so that their hours coincided with hours worked by 
other personnel. Hospital X was not on straight shifts completely, in 
that day personnel worked split hours. 
occurring 3 P. M. to 11 P. M. were classified as evenings, and those 
occurring during the hours of 11 P. M. to 7 A. M. as nights. The com-
pilation of errors according to this time allotment can be review in 
Table III. 
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TABLE III 
Nill.1BER OF ERROI?.S ACCOHDING TO SHIFT 
December 1, 1951 to December 1, 1953 
SHIFT 1951-52 1952-53 TOTAL 
Days ll! 11 22.1. 2 
Evenings 31 30 61 
Nights 14! 18 32i 
Total 57 59 116 
Source: Compiled from the analysis of 11Unusual Occurrence 
Formsnas reported by students of nursing in 
Hospital X. 
The impression of the administrative staff and faculty was that 
the frequency of errors would be according to evenings, nights and days. 
This was substantiated by the findings of this stuqy. It was believed 
that the frequency reflected to some degree the work load that was 
carried by the student during the different experiences as well as the 
fluctuation in supervision available from one time of day to another. 
Number of errors by Hospital nursing units. This study of errors 
in administration of medications included a tabulation of errors accord-
ing to hospital nursing units. Questions were asked such as: Was any 
one unit responsible for an outstanding number of errors? Did any one 
unit maintain the highest position in the frequency tabulation for the 
two years studied? Was there any relationship between the number of 
errors and the bed capacity of the unit? The results of this tabu-
lation can be noted in Table IV. The range was one to twent,y-three the 
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first year, two to fifteen the second, and one to thirty-seven for the 
two years studied. 
TABLE IV 
NUMBER OF ERRORS ACCORDING TO HOSPITAL NURSING UNITS 
December 1, 19.51 to December 1, 19.53 
BED 
UNIT CAPACITY 19.51-.52 19.52- .53 TOTAL 
A 18 ~ 6 8 
B 21 3 9 12_ 
c Zl 12 1.5 27 
D 37 23 Jl~ 37 
E 3~ · 2 0 2: 
F 19 1 2 3 
G 34 5 .5 10 
H 26 8 8 16 
Case Room ? 1 0 1 
Total .57 59 116 
SOURCE: Tabulation according to hospital nursing units of 
errors in administration of medications as reported 
in "Unusual Occurrence Forms" by students of nursing 
in Hospital X. 
The fact that data concerning errors reported per nursing unit 
is dependent upon the accuracy with which procedure in making out reports 
is followed may effect the reliability of the information gathered. There 
appeared to be no relationship between size of unit and number of errors. 
There is a real possibility that one charge nurse might have been more 
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maticulous in this regard than another and thus have all errors recorded 
while another who placed a different value on the report might not al-
ways carry out the procedure. T'ne result would be a distortion in the 
frequency of errors among nursing units. 
Causes of errors. During the analysis of errors in the adminis-
tration of medications as reported on the 11 Unusual Occur rence Fomsu, 
specific questions were raised concerning the possibility of categorizing 
the errors according to their causes. These questions were: Can any 
meaningful categories of causes be identified? Can any one catego~ be 
classified as a major cause of error? Are the causative factors pre-
dominately 1vithin the individual, in the environment, or in the procedure? 
Can other factors be identified as contributing in cause of errors? 
The categories of causes were suggested by statements made by 
those initiating the reports. These categories were formed as verbal 
misunderstanding, written misunderstanding, distraction, carelessness 
and forgetfulness and incorrect procedure which, because of its size and 
significance was further subdivided into: the vmy the kardex was writ-
ten; the way the kardex was read; the way the label was read; and mis-
understanding of symbols. One group of errors reported simply as state-
ment of fact with no indication as to cause was listed as not recorded. 
Although L~ some instances there may have been contributing factors in 
causing errors, the major written cause was used 
The compiled results of this categorizing can be 
I 
for categorizing purposes. ! 
reviewed in Table v. 
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TABLE V 
NUMBER OF ERll.ORS ACCORDING TO THE CAUSE REPORTED 
December 1, 1951 to December 1, 1953 
CAUSE OF ERROR 
Verbal misunderstanding 
Written misunderstanding 
Distraction 
Carelessness and forgetfulness 
Incorrect procedure 
Way kardex was written 
Way kardex was read 
Way label was read 
Misunderstanding of symbols 
Not recorded 
Total 
1951-52 1952-53 
5 
6 
5 
4 
6 
12 
7 
6 
2 
4 
57 
3 
0 
6 
4 
7 
13 
14 
1 
1 
10 
59 
TOTAL 
8 
6 
11 
8 
13 
25 
21 
7 
3 
14 
116 
.33 
SOURCE: Compiled from the analysis of "Unusual Occurrence Forms" 
made by students of nursing in Hospital X. 
Errors due to misunderstanding numbered five the first year and 
three the second year making a total of eight for the two years studied. 
Five of these errors were due to misunderstanding of the assignment be-
tween the charge nurse and the student. Three occurred when a graduate 
nurse gave the student a verbal order and the student carried it out 
vdthout checking the vrritten .order. 
Written misunderstanding was reported as causative for six errors , 
all of which occurred in the first year studied. In three of these it 
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·was stated as due to the way the original order was -written. In two in-
stances the assignment was read incorr ectly and in one the medicine card 
w·as made out as Mrs . instead of Mr . 
A total of eleven errors were reported as due to distraction . 
These included five the first year studied and six the second year. The 
pr essure of conflicting duties was reported as causative for nine of these 
errors. One error occurred when t he medication was not on hand and an-
other when the student took a telephone order for one medication and 
wrote the order naming another drug . 
Carelessness and forgetfulness were stated as the reasons for four 
errors each year totaling ei ght errors for the two years studied. In 
four instances the student stated she just forgot ; in two she reported 
she was careless; in one she did not think; and in one the room was dark . 
Miscellaneous procedural difficulties were considered as account-
able for six errors the first year studied, seven the second year making 
a total of thirteen for the two year period. 
Two of these errors were due to inadequate report. One occurred 
between the student and charge nurse and the other between the evening 
and night nurse. 
According to procedure, medicine cards are to be made out by the 
charge nurse as soon as the order has been written. The "medicine nurse11 
is to check the medicine cards 1vi th the kardex immediately prior to the 
preparation of the medicines. Three errors were due to incorrect use of 
the medicine cards in that the cards were 'assembled in advance and medi-
cations were prepared without rechecking the cards ~ith the kardex 
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immediately prior to the preparation of the drugs . New orders were miss-
ed when this procedur e was followed . 
It is the nurse's responsibility to check the chart for new orders 
after the doctor has visited a patient . Three errors of omission occur-
red when the student failed to follow this routine. 
When drugs are ordered on a twenty-four hour basis the patient i s 
supposed to be awakened when necessary. One error of omission occurred 
when the nurse failed to do this . 
Part of the YITi tten procedure states that 5 cc . is the maximum 
amount to be injected intramuscularly at one time. One error in pro-
cedure occurred when the student injected twice this amount in a single 
site. 
Students are taught that medications are not to be prepared in 
advance or l eft at the patient 1 s bedside. One error was reported when 
this teaching was violated that actually involved three specific errors. 
The first occurred when the student left the medication at the bedside. 
The second occurred later when she couldn 1 t remember what she had done 
,ui th the drug and so prepared and administered another dose . The third 
involved another student. Y.fuen she found the medication at the bedsi de 
after the change of shi fts she assumed that the drug had not been given 
and gave it at that time. 
According to hospital policy only a medical officer is allov•'Bd 
to introduce drugs into an intravenous solution . One error occurred 
when the student carried out this function and injected a d1~g into an 
intravenous . 
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1 ard routine required that a 11 special nurse 11 sign be posted on the 
door of the room of each patient who had this service. One error occur-
red when this was not done and the student did not know the patient had 
her o-vm nurse . The student prepared and administered a drug that was 
ordered. The patient was not responding to questions and so she could 
not tell the student that the drug had already been given by the private 
duty nurse . 
Of the subdivisions of the categor;r on incorrect procedure the 
area that accoun.ted for t he hi ghest frequency of error was that concerned 
with the vmy the kardex was vrritten. Tvmlve occurred in the area the 
first year of the data studied, thirteen the second year, totaling twenty-
five altogether. In three of these errors there was stated disagreement 
between the charge nurse and the student as to just what was written on 
the kardex. Four errors were due to failure of the charge nurse to cir-
cle the time or to cross out the order clearly when it had been canceled. 
Tvm errors occurred because the incorrect time or no time appeared on 
the kardex. Two more errors were due to part of the order being written 
on t he previous line or between the lines. Incorrect dose or no dose 
vrritten was re sponsible for three errors. Three errors were due to in-
correct transcribing by students and seven reported incorrect transcrib-
ing of orders by the charge nurse as cause of error. 
Next highest number of errors in this area of incorrect procedure 
was the subdivision on the way the kardex was read. The stated r easons 
YTere fifteen in which the student did not check the kardex and six in 
whi ch it vras stated she did check the kardex but did not see the order. 
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A contributory factor in three of these errors was reported as failure 
on the part of the charge nurse to discard medicine cards according to 
procedure when medications were discontinued. 
Seven was the total number of errors due to the way the label was 
read; six occurred the first year studied and one the second year. The 
reasons reporte~ for six of these errors was incorrect or misreading of 
labels and in one the student stated she didn't understand the label and 
gave what she thought was right. 
Misunderstanding of symbols was found t11'ice in the first year 
data and once the second year studied totaling three for the two year 
period. All were concerned vdth dram and ounce symbols. 
Of the errors that were categorized as not reported for statement 
of causative element, four stated the order and medicine card ?rere plainly 
I 
written. One said she didn't lmow the drug was in the pharmacy and the 
other nine were without suggestion of cause. 
The study of categories of stated causes for errors was probably 
the most significant part of the analysis of the "Unusual Occurrence 
Fonns". It did not follow the anticipated pattern. Incorrect procedures 
of various t~~es accounted for the hi ghest number or 59.5 percent of the 
errors. Difficulty in communications and no stated reason ranked second 
and were causative for 12 percent of the errors each. Distraction was 
stated as cause in 9.5 percent m1ile carelessness and forgetfulness 
ranked last with 7 percent of the errors. Difficulty with the kardex, 
the way it was written and the way it was read, was responsible for 55 
percent of the total errors due to incorrect procedure . 
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Additional data obtained from the analysis of the 11Unusual 
Occurrence Forms" . Personnel familiar with the hospital over a period 
of years have established certain times of the year as "pressure periodsu·. 
In reviewing data concerning the month and year in which errors occurred, 
no relationship could be seen between these periods and the number of 
errors reported. 
In considering the channels of administration of medications 
involved in errors approximately 56 percent of the errors were in oral 
medications, 40 percent in hypodermic and 3.3 percent in intravenous . 
This was felt to be proportional to the overall ordering of drugs by 
the individual routes. 
Specific drugs involved in errors was felt to reflect the use 
of such drugs in the treatment of patients. ru1tiboitics was highest 
and sedatives next . These two types were considered as most frequent 
in use. 
Upon completion of the analysis of reported errors in adminis-
tration of medications , the next s tep in the study appeared to be ob-
servations of Nursing Arts classes conducted for teaching the adminis-
tration of medica.tions. 
Nursing Arts classes ~ administration of medications . The next 
step in the study was to gather data concerning the instruction of stu-
dents in the administration of medication. Six hours of Nursing Arts 
classes were attended which were devoted to this teaching t o answer the 
question: How are students taught to administer medications? 
These classes were carefully plan..ned and organized with the 
./ 
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teaching directed toward strengthening understanding of the procedure of 
the hospital as it was written in the procedure book. The methods used 
were lecture, question periods, and demonstrations. These were supple-
mented with a trip to the hospital pharmacy and an orientation to the 
ward pharmacy. The film "Care and Use of Syringes and Needles" was also 
sho-vm. 
In the classes attended no reference was made to the possibility 
of errors. The observer was told, however, that in an additional class 
one student asked a question concerning such errors and the opportunity 
was utilized to discuss making out the "Unusual Occurrence Form". 
Discussion of classroom observation. Student reaction to the 
teaching in general appeared to be good. They displayed varying degrees 
of apprehension in reference to the administration of hypodermics. Dis-
traction for some students was obvious~ present in that they had to 
watch the clock so that they would be on time for appointments with the 
nurse in charge of student health. Classes .were interrupted five to 
ten times by students leaving and returning to the classroom. 
In attempting to prepare students to be flexible in adjusting to 
differences in procedures from one hospital to another, some sacrifice 
in standardization of procedure was noted in alternate procedural steps 
being taught and in either/or statements in the written procedure . 
The "Unusual Occurrence Form" was discussed in response to an 
expressed student need. In the classes attended no reference was made 
to the need for system in a hospital nor to the administrative and 
possible legal aspects of records. 
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The positive approach in teaching was a reflection of the express-
ed philosophy of the faculty who believed all effort should be directed 
toward minimizing the trauma associated with errors in medications . 
Upon completion of the audit of classes conducted for teaching 
the administration of medications , direct observation of the "medicine 
nurse" as she functioned in the administration of medication was deemed 
desirable to ascertain whether or not the physical environment contribu-
ted to errors. 
Clinical observations . Periods of observation were conducted on 
,, 
two selected nursing units. One unit was selected because it had the 
highest number of errors reported. The other unit was selected because 
it was considered as representative of the total situation. 
The observations vrere made to deterwine: vfuat are the differences 
in the methods taught and those observed in the actual administration of 
medications and why, if any, do such differences occur? l~at, if aqy, 
' 
situational factors could be considered as contributory to deviations in 
procedure and possible errors? 
The shado-wing technique was used for making the observations. The 
shifts selected were one that was known to be very busy and one that had I 
been found to have the highest number of reported errors. The periods II 
covered were twenty hours on days and thirty six hours on evenings. This 
length of time was deemed adequate by the administrative staff in light 
of observations previously made. 
The conditions of day observations were considered as atypical by 
the charge nurse because on each day selected for observation the ward 
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activity was somewhat lower than average in that: fewer patients were 
going to operating room; t here were more special nurses with patients; 
and because students were in class, a graduate nurse was assigned as 
"medicine nurse" . Conditions were considered as typical during t he 
period of observation on shift. The work load was said to be average 
and the number of interruptions normal . In contrast to days, each 
evening nurse or nursing student was re~ponsible for the administration 
of medications for those patients to whom she was giving care . 
The individuals shadowed were not .selected but were those assigned 
to functi on as "medicine nurse" for the pa.rticular period of time. As 
a means of orientation to the study, each person shadowed was introduced 
to the observer and told that the observations were for procedure used 
in the administration of medi cations . Care was taken to avoid any ref-
erence to errors or their causes. This was considered necessary to en-
courage frankness on the part of the individual shadowed and thus in-
crease the accuracy of the observations made . 
Discussion of functional observations. The environment in which 
the medications were prepared was worthy of consideration. The arrange-
ment of the phanuacy on the hospital nursing unit varies from one unit 
to another but for the most part its location is such that the nurse is 
subject to distraction from a great deal of fringe activity such as the 
telephone ringing, people getting on and off the elevator, conversations 
between doctors, nurses and other employees, and other people working in 
the medicine closet. In administering medications distractions are also 
present . T'.ne nurse is interrupted frequently to care for patient r s other 
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needs such as: opening or closing windows; getting items from lockers 
reques ted by patients; helping to move patients from the stretcher to 
bed; etc . 
The effect of this enviromnent as a possi ble unrecognized cause 
of error could not be determined . "It is probabl e that we need a cer-
tain minimum amount of non-focal stimulation; a moderate degree of it 
acts as a sort of challenge t o the mind to keep it to its task . But 
vrhen such stimulation passes a optimum and mini..mum point, it becomes 
increasingly impossible to concentrate effectively. 11 1 
Considered of more i mportance t han the actual number of times 
each incident occurred was the fact that they did occur when it was 
knovm that the procedure was being observed and that t hey were made 
without apparent realization that the approved p:rocedur e was not being 
carried out. No items were recorded that appeared in isolation but were 
noted only when practiced by two or more people . 
Violations that were noted as common to those reported to ti1e 
Curriculum Committee in a previous study conduct ed two years ago were 
as follows: 
1. Labels on medications were not always checked three times . 
2. Some neglected to check the original order as prescribed by 
procedure. 
1 Lavvrence A. Averill, Florence C. Kempf, Psychology Applied _!.£ 
Nursing (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1946, 3rd ed) , p. 319. 
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3. Medication orders on the kardex vrere not always legible . 
4~ Patients were not usually identified by bed card-sometime 
by name. 
Other deviations from the written procedure occurred frequent-
ly enough to be considered significant . They were as follows: 
1 . The ward pharmacy was rarely locked. 
2. The ampules and saws were never soaked in zephiran prior to 
opening. Sometimes the ampules were wiped with a cotton ball moistened 
vd th zephiran but not the saw. 
3. Medications were left outside the medicine cabinet after they 
were prepared. 
4. Creamers were used as medicine glasses when the supply of the 
latter was inadequate. 
5. Narcotic vials vrere not always checked by the charge nurse 
before preparing the drug . 
At no time during the periods of obser vation was any attempt 
made to follow- up on the effect on patients of drugs administered. The 
reliability of this observation may be affected by the fact that the 
group observed was small and thus may not represent the total behavior 
pattern. 
Upon completion of these observations the next step in the study 
was seen as a need for discussion of the findings with people in the sit-
uation responsible for assignment and supervision of those administering 
medications . The interview was selected as the method for collecting 
data in this area. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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4.4 il 
Interviews were conducted in an attempt 
1 to answer certain specific questions that arose from the study thus far 
Report of ~ intervie>vs. 
as: What is the philosophy of the individual relative to errors in the 
administration of medications? What is the reaction of individuals to 
noted differences between what was taught and what was observed as prac-
1 
!I tice? ·what feelings -v-.ould be expressed regarding their individual roles 
in contributing to errors? Vihat suggestions would be presented for pre-
vention of errors? 
In interviewing an attempt was made to select individuals who 
were representative of the group most responsible for assignment, teach-
ing, and supervision of the nurse as she functions in the administration 
of medications. Included vrere the Director of Nursing Education, two 
nursing arts instructors, one night supervisor, and two head nurses. 
In each interview the individual was introduced to the study --
II 
I 
its purpose, methods, and findings to date. Each step in the procedure 
that had been repeatedly violated was examined for value and need in 
I 
terms of strengths and weaknesses. The steps considered were as follows: j 
1. Patient identified by bed card -- also by name. 
2. Ward pharmacy to be kept locked at all times. 
I 
I 
3. 
,_ left outside the ward pharmacy. 
Medications are not to be prepared in advance -- not to be 
4. Ampules and saw to be soaked in zephiran 1:1000 solution or 
wiped with cotton ball moistened with zephi ran before use. 
5. Evening and night nurses to call supervisor for permission to 
il 
I 
II 
give certain drugs . 
1---~-~--
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6. Labels on medication to be checked three times. 
7. For certain orders medicine cards to be checked vdth the 
and the original order both preceding and immediately following the 
aration of the drug. 
45 
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B. Medication orders transcribed in ink as written on the original 
order by the charge nurse on~. 
Discussion of the interview. The beliefs of the individuals in-
terviewed appeared to be in accord with the philosophy of the school in 
that emphasis was placed on the need for reduction of psychological 
trauma for students involved in errors and removal of any punishment im-
plications. 
All interviewees were cognizant of the fact that procedure in the 
aQministration of medications was not practiced on the nursing unit 
either as it was taught or as it was 1vri tten in the procedure book. 
Head nurses and supe1~sors expressed the feeling t hat pressure 
of other duties was the major cause for any responsibility they shared 
in errors. The head nurses felt that time was not available for com-
plete concentration on the job at hand when orders were being transcribed 
from the original order to the kardex. Time was also said to be lost in 
tFying to interpret the writing of some orders. 
Supervisors had administrative as well as nursing service respon-
sibilities. At times the former were said to be very heavy and required 
some sacrifice in the area of nursing. This was particular~ true on 
evenings and nights when there was a reduqtion in numbers of supervisors 
and graduate nurse staff. 
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There was unanimous agreement on the need for revision of some 
steps in the procedure and the feeling that some violations were indivi-
dual nursing unit problems . It was felt that the findings of this study 
would be hel pful to the group in highlighting areas of need for further 
work. In this it was stated that patients would be assured safer adminis- 1! 
tration of medications if further consideration was given by the staff, I 
head nurses, and faculty groups to the following areas: 
1. Simplification of procedure in terms of: 
a. Reorganization of steps in the written procedure for re-
duction in length and to increase ease with which it could be used as a 
reference when in doubt . 
b. Elimination of either/or statements from the procedure to 
encourage unity in practice . 
c . Review methodology concerning identification of patient 
and cleaning of ampule prior to use to provide maximum safety in use 
of drugs . 
2. Review of underlying philosophy to increase consistency in 
hospital policy between shifts and departments as: 
a. Allowing privileges in admll1istration of medications to 
seniors in recognition of status. 
b. Weighing advantages and disadvantages of keeping the 
pharmacy locked at all times. 
3. Assistance to students in planning and organizing work through: 
a. Permission to prepare medications in advance of the time 
ordered. 
b. Establishment on each nursing unit of a safe place for 
storage of medicines between the time prepared and the time administered. lj 
4. Reevaluation of emphasis in teaching the administration of 
medications for possible inclusion of: 
a. Additional consideration to drugs that can not be prepared 
in advance because of deterioration properties or need for refrigeration. 
I 
b. Dangers of preparing medications in advance and other safety 
measures in handling drugs. 
c . Need for system in every hospital and the moral obligation 
of the individual in carrying out procedure . 
d. Purpose and need for accuracy and detail in reporting 
errors made. 
e . Responsibility of the nurse for patient safety especially 
when sleeping medications are given . 
Discussion of the findings of the study. The study was under-
taken to determine if an anal ysis of errors in administration of medica-
tions as reported by students of nursing over a two year period would 
indicate reasons for and assist in reconstruction of procedure to assure 
patients safer administration of medications. 
Certain specific questions were raised by the problem and data 
were collected to find their answers . Sources of data were: a review 
of pertinent literature; review of minutes of the meetings of the Cur-
riculum Co®~ttee; tabulation of errors in the administration of medica-
tions as reported by students of nursing over a two year period; obser-
-.rations of teaching in Nursing Arts and of the "medicine nurse" as she 
II 
l 
jl 
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functioned on the nursing unit; and interviews vQth selected personnel. 
The data collected showed that the faculty had been concerned 
·with the problem for some time. They were acutely aware of the possible 
psychological trauma for students responsible for errors and felt that 
everything possible should be done to remove any punishment implication 
from errors. This attitude was reflected in the development and use of 
the "Unusual Occurrence Form" for reporting errors, the approach in 
teaching, and the ultimate distruction of the report when the student 
gr aduated. 
Questions arose concerning this philosophic approach when it was 
found that 80 percent of the students in the sample were _involved in 
errors and the number of errors for which no cause was stated increased 
100 percent the two ~~ars studied. Such questions were: Does this ap-
proach develop a feeling of responsibility for individual behavior on 
the part of the student? Is discipl ine distructive? Is this the best 
wa:y to reduce psychological trauma associated vvi th errors? Does the · 
"Unusual Occurrence Form11 give help in organization of thoughts to stu-
dents temporarily blocked by the realization that an error has been made? 
Would another type of report be more helpful in assisting the student 
in analyzing her behavior? 
The problem of errors was not included as part of the planBed 
instruction in the administration of medications but rather was. dependent 
for discussion upon the expressed need of the group . In light of what 
specialists in the field of psychology have to say concerning behavior 
and its development, the use of this approach raised specific questions: 
- ----=====- -----
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What is the basis of fear? lJilhat are the manifestations of fear? Does 
fear have value? How can tension associated with fear be reduced? 
In this particular group a question was asked that allowed for 
discussion of the problem of errors in the a&ninistration of medications. 
However, should this type of learning be regarded as incidental? Will 
the problem always be brought up by a member of the group? Is this the 
best way the problem can be approached? 
The comparison of the teaching that was conducted and the obser-
vations of the medicine nurse as she functioned on the hospital nursing 
unit shovred that differences that occurred between what was taught and 
what was practiced were concerned mainly with: failure to check the 
medicine card with the kardex and original order as prescribed by the 
procedure; confusion in the way the kardex was vrritten; lack of definite 
identification of patients; and preparing medications in advance of the 
time ordered. 
The system of checldng orders had evolved as a safeguard estab-
lished to assure accuracy. Increasing the number of places to check can 
have the reverse effect, that is, increase the possibility of error. 
Charge nurses, who are responsible for the transcribing of orders from 
the original order sheet to the kardex, expressed the feeling that some 
difficulty in this area was due to pressure of other duties which re-
sulted in inadequate time available to carry out the function. There 
seemed to be two main sources of difficulty for lack of definite identi-
fication of the patient . The first was the location of the bed card; 
For those patients requirli1g various pieces of equipment around the bed, 
=t 
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it was at times almost impossible to see the bed card on the head board 
of the bed. The second was a feeling of familiarity ~~th patients on 
the unit that made it seem superfluous to call the patient by name . 
Preparing medicat ions in advance was .observed on both units and 
by almost all individuals observed. This was done to facilitate the 
organization of work for accomplishment of assignments . The time when 
routine medications were ordered was also the time when other duties re-
quired the attention of the nurse. This was particularly true on evening 
duty when evening cares had to be given along 1tith 10 o'clock medications , 
bed time medicines~ etc. The visiting hours provided some free time for 
the nurse vihen she could concentrate on the preparation of medicines . 
This enabled her to save time later when there was a converging of these 
I. other activities . 
The following questions were raised concerning the differences 
that were observed between what was taught and what was practiced: Does 
increasing the number of places to be checked increase accuracy in the 
acrnunistration of medications? Could one reliable place be established 
for checking medicine cards ? Is the assignment of one individual to 
f1.L'l1ction as "medicine nurse" the best method that can be used to assure 
patients safe administration of medications and to give meaning to the 
assignment for the i ndividual as a learning experience? i'Jhat are the 
safety factors to be considered in the administration of medications? 
Would a study of the activities of the head nurse show valid reason for 
the difficulties in transcribing orders? Would increased knowledge of 
drugs being used and their actions increase the care with which patients 
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are identified? Would changes in procedure provide greater safety for 
patients and still reduce the steps necessary in the administrati on of 
medications? Would a revision in procedure result in more stability in 
practice of the procedure from one nursing unit to another? 
The types of errors that occurred most frequently were: medica-
tions omitted; ·wrong dose; medications given without an order. These 
data raised questions concerning the students underst&iding of the use 
and effect of drugs as: Do these students of nursing have a sound 
understanding of the purpose for which specific drugs are given? Do 
they appreciate the importance of accuracy in time as well as dose? 
Do they realize the potential dangers in giving medications >dthout 
orders? Do they understand the effects of drugs when given in prescribed 
doses, overdoses and underdoses? Is there a specific system of follow 
up on medications given to determine the effectiveness of the drug on 
the individual pat.ient? 
Fortunately the effects of the 116 errors studied were minimal. 
There was no indication either of an;}r antidote having been administered 
or of the error increasing the cost of care to the patient. It is un-
fortunate that they occurred because all did have the potentiality for 
seriousness and possible resulting psychological trauma for the student 
responsible . 
That students recognize their responsibility in administering 
medications was evident. They verbally expressed insecurity when as-
signed to medications for the first time following a prolonged absence . 
I 
I 
II 
,, 
There was also indication that students used more judgement in their II 
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actions than procedure allowed. Although they were not following proce-
dure in prepa1~ng" medications in advance, it was noted during the periods 
of observations that in no instance did . the individual prepare a drug 
in advance that was either subject to deterioration from exposure or that 
required refrigeration. 
Since part of the purpose of the school is to prepro·e students to 
recognize their professional responsibilities this feeling of responsi-
bility should be developed to fulfill the objective of the school. Ques-
tions arise from this concerning how it might be accomplished: Do clin-
ical instructors and head nurses jointly plan for guidance in growth of 
students w:b.ile they are in the clinical area? Do the plans for learning 
and teaching methods make maximum use of the opportunities available to 
develop professional responsibility in students in regard to total patient 
care? Is there a plan for determining the degree of retention of material 
previously learned for students about to administer medications for the 
first time following a prolonged absence? Does a review of the procedure 
show valid reason for the l ack of consistency in responsibility given to 
students from days to evenings and nights? 
The study showed that such an analysis of errors in the adminis-
tration of medications did reveal reasons for errors and gave guidance 
for the reconstruction of the procedure that should assure patients safer 
adwinistration of medications. 
!L 
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CHAPTER IV r 
SlllAM.ARY 
I 
II 
This study was undertaken to discover if an analysis of errors in 
the administration of medications as recorded by students of nursing over 
a two year period would indicate the reasons for and assist in recon- I 
struction of procedures to assure patients safer administration of medica-
tions . 
.Answers had to be found for certain questions presented by the 
problem. Data were collected and studied as follows: review of perti-
nent literature written during the past ten years for hospital adminis-
trators and nursing; review of the study of reports of previous Curri-
culum Committee meetings and interviews ~~th selected personnel to de-
termine philosophy of the faculty relative to errors; tabulation and 
analysis of errors in the administration of medications as reported by 
l 
l 
I 
I 
'nursing students on "Unusual Occurrence Form" from December 1, 1951 to I 
December 1, 1953; report on audit made of Nursing Arts classes conducted I 
for teaching the administration of medications; and analysis of direct ~~ 
observations made of the "medicine nurse" as she functioned on the nurs- I 
ing unit. I 
Vfuenever possible, tabular presentation of data has been employed. 
Included also was a summary of the philosophy of the investigator rela-
tive to teaching the administration of medications and a review of the 
problem in its setting at Hospital X. 
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The faculty had sho-vm a concern in the problem of errors in the 
administration of medicati ons and had initiated a study to determine 
causes in 1950. The study resulted in some procedural changes. They 
believed specifically that everything possible should be done to mini-
mize the psychological trauma associated with errors and to remove any 
punishment implications for reports of errors . 
From the data studied the most frequent types of errors vrere found 
to be medications omitted, wrong dose , and medications given vdthout an 
order. Limitations inherent in the data prevented comparison of students 
according to placement in the school. 
According to the causes stated by the individual initiating the 
report, six major causes were identified as: verbal misunderstanding; 
written misunderstanding; distraction; carelessness and forgetfulness ; 
incorrect procedure; and not recorded. Because the area incorrect pro-
cedure accounted for more than half the total errors , this category was 
further subdivided into four areas as: the way the kardex was written; 
the way the kardex was read; the way the label was read; and misunder-
standing of symbols . 
The teaching of administration of medications that was observed 
was limited to the formal classes. There was no opportunity to observe 
follow- up clinical teaching as these students were not functioning on I 
the nursing units as "medicine nurse" at the :time of study. The problem I 
of errors in the administration of medications was not included as part 1
1 
of the planned instruction. This approaqh reflected the philosophy of 
the faculty, that is, reduction of emphasis on possible errors vdll also 
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reduce the punitive implications and psychological trauma associated 
with errors . 
Adaptation, from what was taught to what was observed as prac-
tice, appeared to be made by individuals and varied somewhat between 
units. However , the resulting violations were concerned chiefly with: 
failure to check the medicine card with the kardex and original order 
as prescribed by the procedure; confusion with the way the ka.rdex was 
vrritten; lack of definite identification of patient; and preparing 
medications in advance of the time ordered. 
Fortunately for the individual patient, the seriousness of these 
errors were minimal. The effect they had or may have had on students 
was not deternined by the study. Collectively the errors provided con- _ I 
crete evidence from which certain conclusions could be cirawn in relation 
to t he faculty's philosophy of education, the teaching program, and the 
procedure as taught and w:r-i tten for the administration of medications 
in Hospital X. 
The study showed that such an analysis not only gives evidence 
of need for change in the area of administering medications and r:,-uid-
a~ce for such changes, but also a need for study of other procedures for 
possible revision. It gave some indication of the need for group work, 
as well as the way in which problems can be approached together. 
For t he investigator is provided actual experience in the study 
and analysis of one specific problem and also showed l)OSsi ble ways in 
II 
which other problems in nursing education can be approached and analyzed. 11 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This study showed that a'1 analysis of errors in the administration 
of medications as recorded by students of nursing over a t wo year period 
did indicate the reasons for errors. The data collected provided infor-
mation from which certain conclusions could be dravm that should assist 
in reconstruction of procedures to assure patients safer administration 
of medications. Such conclusi ons are as follows: 
1. It woul d appear from the study that the faculty are sincerely 
concerned with t he problem of errors in the administration of medications . 
2. The data studied indicated the possibility that the attempt 
on the part of the faculty to encourage reporting all errors by removing 
all puni tive action from the report may have encouraged too free accept-
ance of errors . 
3. There was insufficient data available for complete study be-
cause the form used for reporting errors in the administration of medica-
tions did not provide information on the total situational fac t ors . 
4. The data collected shovred that differences did occur between I 
what was taught and what was observed as actual practice. This resulted 
in violations of the prescribed procedure. 11 
5. The causative categories identified as verbal misunderstanding, 
written misunderstanding, distraction, carelessness and forgetfulness, 
incorrect procedure, the way the karde:x: was wri tten, the way the kardex 
was read, the way t he labol was read, and misunderstanding of s;ymbols 
appeared to be preventive . 
6. There was no evidence in the data collected ·that the causative I 
r~~ 
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factors effected the tJTe of error made . 
7. The data indicated no apparent meaningful relationship be-
tween number or type of errors and previously established "pressure 
periods 11 • 
8. Tne data studied indicated the possibility that more emphasis 
throughout t he teaching program on the use and action of d1~tgs and less 
on the mechanics of the procedure would probably result in the develop-
ment of a patient centered procedure that would reduce errors of omiss ion, 
-vvrong dose, and medications gi ven wi thout. an order . 
9. The data studied suggested the possibility that closer cor-
relation between classroom teaching and clinical experience woul d r esult 
if the method of assignment in the clinical area provided ·definite op-
portunity for follow-up on action of drugs on individual patients and 
emphasis on the use of drugs in r elation to the total program of patient 
care . 
10. The data studied showed that bla111e for a .br eak dmm in the 
system prescribed for admini stering medicati ons in Hospital X could not 
be attributed to any one person or group but appeared as a responsibility 
shared by faculty, head nurse, staf~ and students . 
ji 
I 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. That the faculty review their philosophy of education giving 
consideration to known facts concerning grovvth and development of human 
behavior and theories presented by specialists in the field of psycho-
logy concerning learning, forgetti ng, fear and developing a feeling of 
responsibility. 
The review of the philosophy of education should give recognition 
to t he fact that individuals grow and develop toward per sonal and pro-
fessional maturity at different rates depending upon their backgrounds 
and life time experiences • . Provisions must be made for meeting not only 
their professional needs but also the psychological needs that are pres-
ent due to their level of physiologic and emotional development. Beliefs 
concerning professional experiences should be reviewed giving thought to 
the effect of use and disuse of material in learning, the role of satis-
faction in learnins, and the importance of readiness of the individual 
to learn. A cer tain amount of forgetting is expected but should be re-
duced if content were taught not in isolation but rather in relation to 
the whole . This would require that the bul k of the teaching be done in 
the clinical area where the relationship of adL~nistration of medications 
would be most easily seen in regard to total patient care. Emotions that 
are contmon to the group would be accepted and utilized for their value . 
I 
T 
I 
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Fear is an example of this. If accepted by the faculty and administrative 
staff as of va.lue , it can be used to aid students in developing a feel-
ing of responsibility and in developing insight into their own behavior. 
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2. Review of "Unusual Occurrence Form" for possible revision of 
the form to include specific questions concerning errors in medications . 
The "Unusual Occurrence Form" as used by Hospital X in reporting 
all incidents has implications from an administrative standpoint. True 
analysis of any incident is dependent upon interpretation of as many 
factors in the total situation as it is possible to gather . The large 
incidence of incomplete data regarding reasons or causes for errors in-
dicated a need for more detailed report. Whether this approach reduced 
psychological trauma to students responsible ·for the errors, or en-
couraged a too free acceptance of errors could not be determined. However, ! 
I 
if the fonn used cont ained questions pertinent to errors in the adminis-
tration of medications , it would help any student in thinking through 
her own behavior and would be of particular value to the student tempera-
rily blocked by the realization that she was responsible for an error. 
Such a form would also be of greater value if needed for reference in 
legal cases. 
3. Review of the procedure for handling errors when they occur 
to enable incidents to be viewed as learning experiences. 
It is impossible to establish a set procedure for handling all 
errors in the administration of medications. Each mistake must be dealt 
with individually when it occurs. A reduction in tension associated with 
psychological trauma resulting from errors should result if opportunity 
is provided for verbalization of the feeling . Gro-wth in self under-
standing tends to result if guidance is given to the individual in ana-
l yzing her behavior . Consideration should be given in this to the use 
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of anecodtal records. These records, ~nen properly executed, provide 
not only an objective report of wh.:1t happened and the action taken but 
also, when made out cooperatively assist both the student and instructor 
i n gaining a better understanding of the total situation including just 
·what happened and the feelings involved. 
4. Reevaluation of the teaching unit on the administration of 
medications to consider the fe asibility of a more direct approach to the 
problem. 
A more direct approach to the problem of errors in the adminis-
tration of medications would accept the fact that errors do occur. With 
thi s approach to the problem, the teaching unit ·would provide for verba-
lization of feelings in advance of the actual experience in giving medi-
cations as well as at the time when errors occurred. This would embrace 
a preventive approach in that understanding of behavior and feelings in 
adv~~ce should prevent some errors from ever occurring and understanding 
of behavior when an error occurs should reduce the chance of repetition 
of errors due to the same cause. 
5. Review of the present procedure for assignment of students to 
function as 11 medicine nurse 11 in the clinical area. 
A review· of the procedure for assignment of students would include 
reevaluation of the purpose for Ymich the assignment is made. Regarded 
as a laboratory experience the clinical field ·is where formal classes are 
given their greatest meaning. As such, provisions need to be made in 
assignments for students to see the relationship of drug therapy to total 
patient care. Any assignment includes evaluation. A plan should be 
1: 
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developed that would enable clinical instructors and head nurses to 
determine the level of retention of previous learning for students 
giving medications for the first time following a prolonged absence 
from the function as well as the learning that is actually being ac-
complished through the current assignment. 
6. Review and analysis of the procedures for administration of 
medications and use of the kardex. 
An activity analysis of the head nurse, expecially on those units 
having the services of a clerk and ward administrator, should reveal 
reasons why the head nurse is pressed for time when making out the kardex. 
An analysis of the procedure step by step in terms of conservation of 
time , motion, energy, and supply as well as purpose and feasibility in 
relation t o the work load being carried should result in the development 
of procedures that will be both economical and f'unctionable and will 
provide greater safety in care of the patients _and handling of drugs. 
7. Activity analysis of the evening and night supervisor's func-
tions . 
In a study of the activities of the supervisors, considerat ion 
would have t o be given to the administrative staff's philosophy of 
supervision. In the interviews conducted Ln conjunction with this study 
there was some indication that at times nursing service supervision had 
to be sacrificed for functi ons Ln hospital administration. TI1e reco~~end­
ed study would be designed to determine vmether or not it is feasibly 
possible for supervisors to carry hospital administrative as well as 
nursing service functions. 
= ----=-
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8. Continue with pr esent plans for moving t he ward pharmacies 
on some units to quieter areas. 
Although a moderate amount of distraction is considered as 
valuable in increasing the i ndividual's ability to concentrate, it is 
recognized that a point may be reached where distraction is so strong 
that attention is almost impossible. The effect of distraction on con-
centration was not accurately measured in the present study. However, 
i n the observati ons made the number of activities converging in the same 
area where medications were prepared indicated the possibility that dis-
traction might have had a hi gher causative effect than was shown by the 
study. 
9. Presentation of the findings of this study to t he staf f and 
faculty t o detemine changes t hat are needed and to plan for a follow-up 
study to de termine the effectiveness of such changes. 
Deliberation by the staff and faculty on the findings of this 
study should assist the participants in gaining prospective r egarding 
their individual roles relative to errors in the administration of medi-
cations . This is an essential step if the pr obl em is to be seen and 
accepted in its true light, that is, not as an individual responsibility 
but rather as a group activity. Such ins i ght should help them to plan 
vihat they can do bot h i ndividually and collectively for prevention of 
err ors in the future. lmy changes t hat result from this can not be con-
s i dered as an end to the probl em. The effectiveness of changes will need 
to be measured and pl ans made for additional changes varying from minor 
adaptations to complete r evision in thinking and procedure. This group 
- - - ;:---
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thinking and activity should be facilitated by a philosophy of educa-
tion that had evolved from the par t icipants t hinking together regarding 
sound principles of growth and development of human behavior. 
I 
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A copy of . the procedure f or the administration of medications as 
it appeared in the Procedure Book for Hospital X can be found on the 
following pages . This is the procedure as revised as the result of the 
19.50-51 study conducted by the Curriculum Committee. 
Excerpts from the vvritten procedure for use of the Kar dex in 
Hospital X also has been included in this section to give additional 
information pertinent to the present study. 
-11 
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ADMINISTRATION OF MEDICINES 
I. Procedure for receiving and carrying out doctor's orders for medi-
cations. 
1. Doctor writes order on the treatment sheet. 
2. If order is a STRAIGHT or P.R. N., the Charge Nurse copies it 
into Kardex. This includes all medicines. 
NOTE : Orders to be given only once are ~~itten in pencil in 
Kardex. 
3. Order is immediately copied (PRINTED ) on me dicine card. This 
includes all medications: (Scrap paper used for certain types 
of orders--see below). 
A. P.O. 
B. S.C. 
C. I.M. 
D. Medicated suppositories. 
E. Instillations (eye, ear, nose). 
F. Medicated retention enemas. 
4. Straight orders: 
A. vVhite card used. 
B. Heading (patient's name, bed number, drug, dose and 
channel of administration) written in blue ink. 
C. Times drug is given: 
a~ Written in blue ink between 7 a.m. and 7 p.in. 
b. Written in red ink between 7 p.m. and 7 a.m. 
5~ P. R. N. orders are written on a yellow card in blue ink. 
6. Examples : 
A. Mrs. Mary Smith ll9a 
Feosol grs. v p.o. 
9 a.m., 1 pom., 6 p.m. 
B. Mrs . Mary Smith Rm. 103 
Morphine gr. 1/6 s.c. q4h p.r.n. 
C. :Mrs . Mary Chase 
l.IVard - Bed 4 
Regular Insulin s.c. 
(See doctor's orders) 
D. Mrs. Sally Brown 
125 B 
Protamine Insulin Units 10 s.c. 
7:30 a.m. 
WHITE CARD 
YELLOW CARD 
WHITE CARD 
'WHITE CARD 
II. 
I 
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F. Mrs. Jane Smith 
127 c 
Penicillin 5o,ooo units I.M. 
9 a.m., l p.m., 5 p.m~ 
V.rHITE CARD 
9 p.m., l a.m., 5 a.m. 
7. Students must have permission to give: 
A. Narcotics 
B. P.R.N. orders 
c. S.o.s. orders 
D~ Stat. orders 
E~ Insulins 
F. Pre-operative orders 
8. Scrap paper used for following types of orders: 
must check with Charge Nurse) 
A~ S.o.s. orders 
B. Stat. orders 
C~ Problems 
D. Insulins--according to test 
E. Pre-operative orders: 
Include on paper: 
Name 
Room and bed nwnber 
Drug, dose and channel 
If problem: 
Ordered 
On hand 
Problem 
Explanation 
If insulin: 
Urine reaction 
Problem information 
(Students 
9. Check on doctor's order sheet the following types of orders 
before and immediately after preparation of drug: 
Procedure . 
A. Narcotics 
B~ Insulins 
c. S.o.s. orders 
D. Stat. orders 
E~ P.R.N. orders 
F. Pre-operative orders 
NOTE: Students check bottle vdth Charge Nurse before 
preparing medication for: 
a. Insulin 
b. Narcotic 
c. Emergency drugs 
1. Check medicine card with Kardex 
li 
I, 
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2. Place card under medicine glass on t r ay 
3. Have pitcher of ice water on tray 
4. When measuring , GI-lliCK LABEL ON THE BOTTI.E AND MEDI CI NE CARD 
3 TIMES 
5. Before giving medicine, check card with bed car d. Also check 
name with patient. Medicine card to be kept in plain sight 
at all times. 
6. Nurse stays wi t h patient until medicine is taken 
7. Charting : All medicines given are to be charted immediately 
by the nurse administering medicine, using the medicine card 
as a guide. 
I. Purpose 
A. Checlc each me dic ine gi ven on t he Kardex by maki ng a 
check and he r initials in ink above the time 
NOTE: a. If medicine order cannot be given or is re-
fused, report to Charge Nurse immediately. 
b. Encircle in ink vath initials the time that 
it was due. , 
B. All me dicines are charted on the Bedside Notes Sheet. 
In addition to above narcotics are recorded on the 
narcotic sheet. 
NOTE: At a recent faculty meeting, the follovnng 
decisions ~~re reached: 
1. 7:00 A. M. -- 7:00 P. M. 
a. Senior students in charge of floors may give 
or authorize the giving of-p.r.n. drugs 
b. Second year students who may be temporarily 
in charge will continue . to obtain permission 
for giving p.r.n. drugs.--
2. 7:00 P. M. -- 7:00 A. M. 
a. As the night supervisor is by appointment in 
fact in charge of each floor, she is to be 
called by all students to give p.r.n. drugs. 
The last decision is made in recognition of 
the responsibilities inherent in the night 
supervisor's position in this hospital. 
HYPODEIDfiC .MEDICATION 
1. To give medications under the skin 
II. Equipment. 
1. Tray containing 
A. Alcohol lamp with spoon 
B. Sterile hypodermic set 
c. Solution of zephiran chloride 1:1000 
D. Sterile cotton pledgets 
II 
I 
II 
jl 
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III. Procedure. 
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E. Transfer Forceps 
F. Waste basin 
G. Drug 
NOTE: Nurses not to ad~inister subcutaneous or intra-
muscular medications in amounts greater than 5 cc. 
1. Check medicine card with Kardex. If drug to be given is -in-
sulin or a narcotic, check card with the doctor's orders . 
A. If drug is a TABLET form: 
a. Boil water in spoon for 1 minute. 
b. Place tablet in vial cap, check dosage careful ly. 
c. Remove plunger and barrel from container, and 
put syringe together. 
d. ·when water has boiled in spoon, draw up all the 
water in syringe and expel all but the amount to 
be used, usually 10 to 12 minims. 
e. Place table in sterile spoon, expel water over 
it and dissolve tablet. 
f . Pull up sol ution into syringe. 
g. Remove needle from container. 
h~ Place needle on syringe. 
i. Remove cotton ball from container; pour solution 
zephiran chloride 1:1000 on it. 
j. Place cotton ball over needle and syringe. 
k. Check label on bottle carefully before leaving 
medicine cabinet. 
1. Check medicine card with order before going to 
patient . 
B. If drug is in AMPOULE form: 
a. Allow file and ampoule to soak in solution 
zephiran chloride 1:1000 for several minutes 
while preparing syringe. 
b~ Place plunger, barrel and needle together. 
c. File and break off top of ampoule with cotton 
pledget or knock off with file. 
d~ Insert needle into ampoule and draw up f luid. 
e. Prepare the cotton ball as above. 
f . Check drug labels as above. 
c. If drug comes in VIAL with rubber stopper: 
a. Immerse rubber stopper in solution zephiran 
chloride 1:1000 or wipe off well with solution. 
b . Put plunger, barrel and needle together. 
c. Draw as much air into syringe as solution to 
be given. 
d. Put needle through the depression in the stopper 
and force air into vial. 
li 
I 
I 
j, 
II 
I 
I 
,I 
II 
II 
'I I . 
I 
'I 
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I 
I 
i 
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II 
IV. 
2. To 
3. To 
give 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
give 
A. 
B. 
c. 
-~~=~=~= 
e . Draw up required amount of solution. 
f . Prepare cotton ball as above. 
g. Check drug as above . 
subcutaneous injection. 
Explain procedure to patient if necessary. 
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Check medicine card with bed card~ also name with 
patient. 
Prepare site of injection with cotton pledget . 
Expel air from syringe until a drop of solution is 
seen at tip of needle . 
Hold sponge in left hand between ring and little 
finger; with same hand grasp a large amount of flesh. 
Insert needle at an angle of 45 degrees, release grasp 
on flesh--withdraw needle slightly-~press plunger 
slowly then withdraw needle quickly. 
Massage lightly t o hasten absorption. 
Separate syringe . 
intramuscular injections. 
Explain procedure to patient 
Check medicine card with bed card, also name with 
patient . 
Prepare the site of injection as for a subcutaneous 
injection. Intramuscular injections are usually given 
into the gluteal muscle. 
a . Gluteal muscle 
1. Buttock divided into equal quadrants by a 
horizontal and vertical line. Injections 
IP..ade into the upper and outer quadrant. 
NOTE: Students may give I.M. in deltoid or anterior I 
aspects of thigh with permission from Charge I 
Nurse. Must be instructed as to site of needl 
D. Hold the skin tense and force the needle perpendicu-
larly, steadily~ and quickly through skin directly 
into the muscle. 
E. Withdraw the plunger to be certain the needle has not 
entered a vein. 
F. Massage the part thoroughly after the injection. 
G~ Separate syringe 
H. Place syringe in solution for return to C.S.R. 
II 
I 
Charting. 
1 . Chart drug given: 
A. Bedside notes sheet. 
a. Medicine solumn 
b . Time column 
c . Effect of drug on patient in the remarks column 
1: 
.I 
I 
J 
I 
I: 
B. Record narcotics on narcotic sheet 
c. Insulin--charted on the diabetic sheet 
INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS OF MERCUPURIN 
AND OTHER IRRITATING DRUGS 
1. Fill syringe from vial with a hypodermic needle. 
2. Discard needle. 
3. Apply clean intramuscular needle to syringe. 
4. Give injection as taught. 
USE OF THE KARDEX 
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The following are excerpts taken from the instruction on use of 
the Kardex as written in the Procedure Book for Hospital X. They are 
the statements that pertain particularly to the administration of medi-
cations. 
I. The following sheets are made out when a patient is admitted: 
1. Medical order sheet 
2. Nursing order sheet 
3. Assignment sheet 
II. Discussion of each sheet. 
A. ].[edical Order Sheet 
1. Line C--If the patient is on a standing order for a 
cathartic such as M;neral Oil, it appears on this 
line and the time it is to be given is marked on the 
Assignment Sheet. If it is a p.r.n. order and the 
Charge Nurse wants it given that evening, she places 
the hour at which it is to be given on the Assignment 
Sheet. 
2. Lines G-T are for re gular orders. These are trans-
ferred from the doctor's order sheet on the chart to 
the kardex by the nurse in charge. Orders for one 
day only or for one time only, are placed IN PENCIL 
below the regular orders. The next morning when the 
Charge Nurse checks orders and Kardex, these are 
erased. 
I· I 
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3. When an order is cancelled or omitted, a black ink 
line is dra~m entirely through the order with a ruler 
immediately 
B. Yellow-assignment sheet 
1. To be written and signed off in ink 
2. If an order reads, " Nembutal grs. li for sleep", the 
Charge -Nurse places no tbne on the assignment sheet. 
At 10 p.m. if the patient needs it and is given this 
order, · the nurse who gives it innnediately records it 
in ink, the time given, and initials it. 
3. If for any reason an order is not to be given, then 
the hour is circled in ink. An order found circled 
and not initialed indicates that the Charge Nurse 
does not wish the order carried out at that time. 
III. General Rules 
A. No one but the Charge Nurse or Assistant Charge Nurse enters 
orders on the Kardex. Relief and night nurses write new 
orders on a slip of paper and insert it. These will then 
be read in report as new orders; in the morning they will 
be transferred to the order sheet by the Charge Nurse . 
II 
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H 0 S P I T A 1 X 
Unusual Occurence Report 
Date Floor 
Patient 1 s Name 
Age 
Date of Admission 
Doctor or Service 
Diagnosis 
Operation 
Persons Notified 
Remarks: Factors Pertinent to the Situation 
Signature 
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TABULATION OF UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE FORMS 
In Hospital X all errors made by students of nurs i ng in the admin-
istration of me dications were reported in writing on an "Unusual Occur-
renee Form. 11 These reports were accumulated and studied for the period 
December 1, 1951 to December 1, 1953. The actual tabulation of these 
reports can be viewed in the following pages. The key to this tabula-
tion is as follows: 
Code number. The code number is the number given to each report 
studied and was used instead of the individual's name for identification 
purposes. The numbers ranged from one to one hundred sixteen. 
Level of student. The numbers l, 2, and 3,· and the symbol RN was 
use d to show the level of the individual in the school who was either 
responsible for or shared responsibility for the error. 
Number involved. This area was used to show the total number of 
people involved in each error. All students, regardless of their indi-
vidual status, were referred to by the letter S and registered nurses 
by the symbol RN. 
Department. Rather than using the known nursing unit designa-
tions, the units from which errors were reported were coded using the 
letters of the alphabet from A to I. 
Month. The column headed month was used to show the month and 
year in which the reported error occurred. 
=----=--~ --.---
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Time. The column headed time ·was used to show the -time of day at 
which t he error was reported to have occurred. D was used if t he error 
was r eported as occurring from 7 A. M. to 3 P. M., E was -qsed if the 
err or was reported as occurring from 3 P. M. to 11 P. M., and N was use d 
for those err ors reported as having occurred from 11 P. M. to 7 A. M. 
Routes of Administrat ion. The area on route of administration 
was used to show the port al of entry for the drug involved in the error . 
This ar ea was divided into: p.o. which means the drug was given by 
mouth; hypo. which means t he dru c; was gi ven eit her subcutaneously or 
intramuscularly; and i.v. which means the drug was given intraveneously. 
Drug Involved. Entries in the column drug involved were made to 
give the name of the drug or drugs involved in the error as well as any 
additional information that was given such as: given without an order; 
given at the wrong time; etc. 
Reasons stated. The categories of reasons for errors evolved from 
a study of the reports as those stated by the individual initiating the 
report. Ten reasons were stated that we r e categorized as: 
1. Verbal misunders t anding 
2. Written misunderstanding 
3. The way the kardex was written 
4. Distraction 
5. Carelessness and forgetfulness 
6. The way the kardex was read 
7- The way the label was r ead 
8. Misunderstanding of symbols 
I 
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9. Incorrect procedure 
10. None stated 
Remarks. The area remarks was included to provide opportunity 
for study of pertinent statements written in the reports that might give 
some insight into contributory causes for errors or feelings expressed 
by the individual concerning the error. 
Abbreviations used in noting drugs involved. The f ollowing ab-
breviations were used in noting the drug involved in each error on the 
tabulation: 
grs.------grains 
mg.-------milligrams 
cc.-------cubic centimeter 
U---------units 
gm.-- -----gram 
amp.------ampoule 
Tab.------tablet 
gtts.-----drops 
% -------per cent 
D/N-------Dextrose in Water 
D/S-------Dextrose and Saline 
I. M.------Intramuscular 
I~V~------Intraveneous 
s~c. ------Subcutaneous 
p.o.------by mouth 
syr.------syrup 
Vit.------vitamin 
stat.-----at once 
p.r.n.----according to necessity 
q---------every 
n.p.o.----nothing by mouth 
q.i.d.----four times a day 
-r~-
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Code Level No. In- Depart- Month Time ·Route' of Administration Drug Involved ~ 
No. of valved ment P.O. Hypo. I.V. 
Student Reasop Stated . Remarks 1 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7 ts 9 10 
I ~ 
1 1 2S D 4-.52 D v Seconal grs. 3 r v Misunderstanding of assignmen 
3 (double) 
2 3 lS D 4-.52 E v Demerol 100 mg. in- i ~ v Order misunderstood also by 
stead of Dicumerol ~ ~ graduate nurse 
100 mg. 
3 2 lS F 4-.52 N v Syr. Hydriotic Acid v ' 
Bee-should have con-
tained Codeine 30 mgm. 
4 1 lS c 3-.52 N v Digitoxin 0.3 mgm. v Between student and super-
not given visor 
5 3 lS D 3-.52 N v Casafru dram 1 and v Put medicine tray do1~--pa-Mineral Oil given in- tient took wrong medication 
stead of pill 
6 2 lS c 3-.52 E v Aspirin 600 mg. given I ' v Order written clearly Should have had co-
deine 60 mg. with it 
7 2 lS c 3-.52 E v Heparin 10 mg. given I v Did not read label 
instead of 50 mg. 
I 
8 RN lRN D 2-.52 D v Cysticillin 300,000 v Head nurse failed to circle 
2 lS units I.M. overdose in Kardex j 
I 
9 2 lS B 3-.52 E v ATCH 20 mg. instead v Did not read label correctly 
of 10 mg. 
l_ 
10 1 lS c 2-.52 E v Purodigin 0.2 given v Question concerning what was 
without an order on Kardex 
I 
11 3 lS c 2-.52 E v :ht1Fk of magnesia 30 cc . v instead of Mineral Oil 
30 cc. 
I 
I 
I 
12 RN lRN c 2-.52 E v Purodigin 0. 2 given l v Charge nurse did not change 
3 lS without an order I time 
I • i I' t 
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Code . Level· No . In- Depart-'Month Time Route of Administration Drug Involved 
No . of volved ment P.O. Hypo. I.V. . . 
Student Reason Stated Remarks 
1 2 3 4 .5 6 7 tl 9 10 
I 
]J 2 lS D 4-52 E v D/W I.V. given when 5% 
G/S was ordered 
v 
(200 cc.) 
1ll 1 lS E 4-52 E v Mineral Oil 15 cc. v 
given when not ordered 
15 2 lS c 6-52 D v Streptomycin 1.0 gm. v 
not given as ordered 
I 
16 3 lS B 5-52 E v Nycillin 300,000 Units v 
given when it had been 
omitted 
17 1 lS G 6-52 E v Sodium Luminal grs. v Forgot 
2 not given 
• I 
18 1 2S G 6-52 E&N v 1500 cc. G/S with amp. 
1 1 Vit. C&B ordered--
v I Did not check orders 
vitamin not given I 
i ! 
19 1 lS D 6-52 E v Aspirin grs. x and v 
Codeine 30 mg. ordered 
' 
only aspirin was given 
20 RN 2RN 
3 lS D 6-52 m.N v Codeine grs. 1 stat. v Incorrect copying of orders to 
and prn written as 30 Kardex--did not check Doctor's 
mg. p.o.--given twice order sheet 
as 30 mg. 
21 1 lS H 7-52 E v Combiotic not given v 
I 
22 1 lS D 8-52 E v Paraldehyde 8 cc. I.~. v 
given in one injection 
I 
23 3 lS H 8-52 E v Fortified Penicillin 
200,000 Units instead 
of 400,000 Units. 
v Confused by label--gave what 
she thought was correct 
24 1 lS c 8-52 E v jR.egular Insulin 20 u. 
fnot given 
v Did not look for orders after 
Doctor left 
Code Level 
No . of 
Studen 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
1 
RN 
2 
RN 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
RN 
3 
3 
3 
No. In- Depart- Month Time 
valved ment 
ls E 8-52 D 
oute of Administration' 
.o. Hypo. I.v. 
v 
lRN 
lS 
A 9-52 F&N V 
lRN 
lS 
lS 
lS 
lS 
lS 
lS 
lS 
lRN 
lS 
lS 
lS 
c 
c 
c 
G 
D 
D 
D 
I 
c 
A 
9-52 N v 
10-52 N v 
10-52 N v 
10-52 N v 
10-52 N v 
10-52 D v 
10-52 D v 
11-52 D v 
11-52 E v 
2-52 D v 
-~, 
Drug Involved 
Stilbesterol 0.25 mg. 
given when 25 mg. was 
ordered 
Aureomycin 100 mg. p. 
q 1! hr. until temp. 
stabilizes-- 50 mg. 
less given in 24 hour 
o. 
Streptomycin 0.25 gm. 
I.M. given when dis-
continued 
s 
en Gantrisin 0.5 gm. giv 
when 1 gm. was ordere 
Aureomycin 250 mg. no 
given 
Demerol 100 mg. given 
I . M. when ordered p.o 
Demerol 50 mg. given 
p.o. when ordered 
n.p.o. 
Bentyl with Phenobar-
bital not given as 
ordered 
4 cc o Baruim given 
without order 
Scopolamine given to 
wrong patient 
Codeine 30 mg . ordere 
s.c. given p .o. 
Codeine 30 mg. p.o. 
given when order had 
een canceled 
d 
t 
• 
d 
I 
I' 
~ I 
~ 
! 
1: 
!I 
" 
v 
i 
2 3 4 
v 
v 
v 
v 
85 
Reason Stated . Remarks ; 5 7 8 9 Io 
v 
Dosage written on chart and 
kardex did not correspond--
question wording of order 
Crossed off lightly in kardex 
Read correctly to supervisor--
copied incorrectly 
v Did not awaken patient 
v Order and medicine card were 
correct 
v Permission given by supervisor 
who did no~know about N.P. O. 
order 
v Checked Kardex but did not see 
order 
v Kardex in use 
Misunderstood verbal assign-
ment 
v Did not check kardex 
Code 
No . 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
Level 
of 
Student 
2 
RN 
3 
2 
2 
RN 
2 
2 
2 
RN 
3 
3 
RN 
2 
3 
1 
No o In- Depart-
valved 
lS 
2RN 
lS 
lS 
lS 
lRN 
lS 
lS 
lS 
lRN 
lS 
lS 
lRN 
lS 
lS 
lS 
ment 
H 
D 
D 
B 
A 
H 
H 
A 
c 
B 
D 
H 
Month Time Route of Administration 
• o. Hypo • • • 
12-52 E v 
1-52 E v 
12-51 N v 
3-52 E V 
2-52 D V 
5-52 N V 
5-52 N V 
6-53 E V 
5-53 E V 
6-53 N V 
6-53 N V 
7-53 D V 
-r-
Drug Involved 
Insulin not given as 
ordered on orange re-
action to Clinites t 
Urocholine 10 mg. given 
I . M. when ordered p.o . 
Cascara 2 cc. not given 
as ordered 
Priodax Tab. 6 not 
given at time it w as 
ordered 
PZI U. 40 not give n 
hen ordered 
Terramycin 250 mg. 
given as ordered 
not 
Chlor-Trimeton 4 m g. 
not given 
Penicillin 6oo,ooo 
given instead of 
Crysticillin 300,0 
Morphia 10 mg. giv 
instead of 15 as o 
de red 
Penicillin 200,000 
given second time 
stat. order 
Aspirin grs. X giv 
ithout an order 
u. 
00 u. 
en 
r-
u. 
on 
en 
.a. ramamine 50 mg. p 
given to wrong pat ient 
1 
:I' 
i ' 
I 
v 
l 
i 
' 
t:_ 
2 
! 
I 
! 
86 
. 
. 
Reason Stated Remarks 3 4 5 6 7 tl 9 10 
I 
I v Minor emergency--forgot 
v Order transferred from chart to 
kardex without method of admin-
• istration 
v 
v Confusion as to whether or not 
the order was on the kardex 
v Some disagreement between 
charge nurse and the student 
v 
v 
{ 
Telephone order tru<en by charge 
nurse and repeated to student 
v 
v 
v Not charted or reported 
v 
~. 87 
Code Level No. In- Depart- MonthjTimejRoute of Administration Drug Involved 
No . of volved ment P.Oo Hypo. -,--t~v:-
Student I 
. 
I Reason Stated Remarks 
1 2 3 1 4 ~ b 7 8 9 10 
I 
49 1 lS H 8-.53 E v Benadryl 50 mg . over- ' v Order in pencil unnoticed 
dose : I 
II 
50 l. lS H 9-53 D v Morphia 1.5 mg. not v Forgot 
given when ordered 
.51 1 lS H 9-53 E v Morphia 1.5 mg. not ' v Forgot 
given when ordered 
.52 2 lS F 9-53 D v Morphia 1.5 mg. given v 
p.o. instead of s.c. ; 
53 2 lS B 10-53 E v Regular Unsulin .5 U. v Confusion in way order was 
given without an order copied from order sheet to 
Kardex 
.54 2 lS G 11-.52 E v Bicillin .5 cc. given v Mrs . written on card instead of 
to wrong patient Mr.--Both were on unit 
.5.5 RN 2RN D 8-53 D v Combiotic Amp . 1 v Failure to post "special nurse" 
l lS given as repeated card on door. Special had 
medication given drug 
56 1 lS D 9-53 E v Chloral hydrate 1.5 v PRN for medication written on 
gr. as routine medi- previous line 
cation when order was 
prn 
.57 2 lS H 10-.52 E v Cough syrup mixture 
~ 
., v Incorrect interpretation of 
ounces 1 given in-
stead of dram 1 ~ 
symbol 
" 
58 3 lS H 10-.53 N v Morphia given when !i v Old medicine card not dis-
order had been can- carded 
celed 
59 1 lS G 9-53 E v Gelucil 30 CCo given 
instead of .5 CCo 
[t v 
( 
60 1 lS B 8-.53 E v ~embutol grs . 1! given v 
~oOo when ordered 
rectally 
I 
-- lr-
88 
Code Level 'I No . In- Depart- Month Time Route of Adminlstration Drug Involved 
No. of 1 volved ment P.O. Hypo. I I. v. . Studeni Reason StateQ. Remarks 
1 2 J 4 15 .6 ·r tl 9 10 
I I 
61 1 lS B 8-53 E v Nembutol 0.1 gm. v Confusion in writing--between 
given when order had lines 
been canceled I! 1: 
l r 
2 RN lRN c 8-53 E v 1,000 cc. 5% D/S in- v 
2 lS stead of 5% D/W with 
amp. 1 Berocca C and 
Hykinone 5 mg. 
') 
'· 63 RN lRN G 8-53 D v Regular Insulin 10 u. v Verbal order of graduate nurse 
3 lS given without an order that was not checked 
•i 
64 2 lS c 6-53 N v Levophed injected in v 
I.V. solution when 
this was a function for 
doctors only 
65 3 lS c 6-53 N v Demerol 50 mgm. not v Overlooked order when checking 
given when ordered kardex 
66 RN lRN D 5-53 E v Belladonna gtts . xv v Medicine card was not removed 
1 lS given after it was from the rack when the order 
canceled. was discontinued 
67 I! lS G 5-53 E v Aspirin grs . v not v Overlooked order when checking 
given as ordered kardex 
68 2 lS c 3-53 E v Sodium Luminal 100 mg. v Stat. order written as prn on 
given without order kardex and medicine card 
69 3 lS H 3-53 D v ~ycillin 300,000 u. v 
given to wrong patient 
\ 
10 2 lS D 2-53 N v Repeated Nembutal 0. 2 v 
gm. without an order 
71 RN lRN A 2-53 N v Amphojel 15 cc. given v Order not circled on kardex 
3 lS when patient was on although patient was on water 
I water only p.o. only p.o. I 
f 
____.. 
89 
Code Level No. In- Depart- Month rima Route of Admin1strationl Drug Involved 
No. ~f volved ment P.O. Hypo. I.V.' 
~tudent I Reason Stated Remarks 
1 2 ' 3 4 5 6 7 tl 9 10 ; 
72 3 lS c 2-53 N v Nembutol grs. 3 or-
-r l v Took telephone order for Nembu-
dered--question tol, wrote seconal--believe thi s 
whether seconal was was given 
given instead 
. 
73 RN lRN D 1-53 E v Telopaque tab. 1 given v Order did not state number of 
2 lS instead of Tab. 6 • tablets to be given 
74 RN lRN D 5-53 N v Chlor-Trimeton mg. 4 v Incorrect transcribing of order 
2 2S q.i.d. given as 15 mg. from order sheet to kardex 
5 times 
75 2 lS D 3-52 E v Syr. Hydriotic Acid v 
8 cc. not given 
<-' 
76 1 lS D 2-52 E v Priodax given to ~ l' v 
wrong patient P; 
77 1 lS D 2-52 E v Priodax not given to v 
patient as ordered 
78 1 lS D 3-52 E v Insulin given in in- v Amount not stated 
correct amount I 
79 2 lS D 11-52 E v Codeine grs. i and i v 
Empirin tab. 1 given 
instead of Codeine grs . 
! and Aspirin grs. X I 
80 2 lS c 11-52 N v Demerol 100 mg. given v 
one hour late 
81 3 lS c 11-53 N v Streptomycin 0.5 I.M. 
given in 6! hours in-
v Inadequate report between even-
ing and night nurse. No tm 
stead of 12 hours as on the kardex 
ordered ' 
: 
82 2 lS D 2-53 E v Sodium Luminal grs. 2 v 
I.M. to wrong patient 
l 
83 2 lS B 8-53 N v Heparin 75 mg. not 
given 
( v Omitted on kardex but not on 
I order sheet 
I . 
Code Level 1 No. In- Depart- MonthiTime Route of Administration 
Noo of volved ment P.O. Hypo. I.V. 
Student 
84 2 lS c 11-53 E v 
85 lS B 6-53 E v 
86 2 2S G lG-53 F&N V 
87 2 lS A 6-53 D v 
88 2 lS c 10-53 E v 
89 2 lS D v 
90 2 lS D 6-53 D v 
91 1 lS B 8-53 D v 
92 2 lS H 10-52 E v 
93 2 lS H 10-52 E v 
94 2 lS c 11-53 E v 
95 1 lS D 8-52 D v 
Drug Involved 
Seconal 0 . 1 gm. given 
to wrong patient 
Casafru 60 cc. given 
instead of drams 2 
Nembutol 100 mg. given 
when patient was al-
lergic to the drug 
PZI insulin 25 u. 
given to wrong patient 
Chloral Hydrate 0.5 gm 
given in capsule form 
instead of liquid 
merol 100 mg. I.M. 
given after the order 
had been canceled 
Nembuotl 0.1 gr. given 
without an order 
Combiotic amp. 1 given 
5 hours too early 
Penicillin stat. order 
not given 
Spec. cough medicine 
ounces 1 given instead 
of drams 1 
Pyrebenzamine 100 mg. 
stat. order not given 
egular Insulin 30 U. 
given instead of PZI 
0 U. and Regular in-
sulin 5 U. 
~I 
11 
j; 
II 
~ I 2 3 4 I 
v 
11 
. : 
I 
t 
1. 
' 
v 
l' 
I 
~I 
' 
90 
. 
Reason Stated Remarks 
5 I 6 1 1 tl g 10 
I I I 
v 
v Misunderstanding of symbols. 
Order not read in report 
I 
v Evening nurse recorded on chart 
but failed to tell night nurse 
about the patient's allergy. 
Checked bed card but did not 
realize wha t she vms doing 
v Order plainly written 
No line drawn through the order 
on the kardex 
v 
I 
v 
I 
v Chart was not left out by Doc-
tor--did not check after visit 
v I 
v 
v 
I 
Co e !Level n- Depart-tMonth ~ime 
No. of volved ment ~~~---.~----~I~.v~. 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
Student 
2 
1 · 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
RN 
2 
RN 
1 
RN 
1 
1 
2 
lS 
2S 
lS 
lS 
lS 
lS 
lS 
lS 
lRN 
lS 
lRN 
lS 
lRN 
2S 
lS 
c 9-53 E v 
A 8-53 F&N V 
H 1-53 E v 
D 9-53 E v 
A 3-53 E v 
c 4-53 N v 
B 2-53 N v 
c 10-53 E v 
G 10-53 N v 
D 4-53 D v 
D 6-53 E v 
D 9-53 E v 
-
,.....--
Drug Involved 
Morphia grs . t given 
instead of grs. 1/6 
Chloral Hydrate grs. 
xv given when order 
had been discontinued 
Combiotic amp. 1 give 
8 hours too early 
Phenobarbitol 6Q mg. 
not given as ordered 
n 
Ammonium chloride gm 
1 given after it was 
• 
omitted 
Nembutol 100 mg. 
given instead of 
Morphia 15 mg . and 
Scopolamine 0.4 mg. 
Insulin not given 
when ordered 
Insulin 5 U. given at 
hour of sleep when 
ordered pre-meal only 
Aoueous Penicillin 3 
doses not given 
Wycillin 300,000 U. 
given without an orde 
~edication (unnamed) 
not given until late 
(no time stated) 
Combiotic not given 
r 
'--
,J 
ik 
1· 1 
' 
tl ' 
lr 
I 
If 
l r 
v 
1 2 j 4 
v 
v 
91 
Reason Stated . Remarks 5 0 7 8 9 10 
v 
Order copied after it had been 
signed off by Head Nurse 
v Order wvritten correctly 
v 
v 
v 
Way order was written--amount 
not stated 
v Did not read new order 
v 
tv Medication discontinued but 
medicine card not removed 
Verbal misunderstanding of 
assignment 
v Prepared medicine cards in ad-
vance. Question whether or not 
this was a new order 
CodeiLevel 1No . In- lDepart- Month !Time ~oute of Administrationj 
No . of lvolved mentP. O. 1 Hypo . 1 I . V. 
108 
109 
no 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
Student 
2 
1 
1 
RN 
3 
3 
RN 
2 
1 
RN 
2 
1 
lS 
lS 
lS 
lRN 
lS 
lS 
lRN 
lS 
lS 
lRN 
lS 
lS 
D 10-53 N v 
F 5-53 E v 
c 8-53 N v 
D 6-52 D v 
D 5-52 N v 
c 11-53 N v 
H 8-52 E v 
B 11-53 E v 
G 9- 52 E v 
--, r--
Drug Involved 
Morphia 10 mg. given 
instead of 15 mg. 
Morphia 10 mg . given 
p . o. instead of Co-
eine 30 mg. 
Terpin Hydrate drams 
1 stat . and q 4 hours 
prn not given 
Codeine 30 mgm. p. o. 
given instead of 
grains 1 as ordered 
Keopec t ate not given 
for diarrhea as or-
dered (15 cc . prn) 
Nembutol ers . 3/4 
given instead of 100 
mg . as ordered 
Aureomycin given two 
hours too early 
Gantrisin 1 . 0 gn. and 
Seconal 100 mg . given 
to the wrong patient 
orphia 15 mgm. given 
. o. instead of Co-
eine 15 mgm. p. o. 
~ 
" 
~· 
·~ 
t: 
'· 
I 
l 
' 
I, 
\ ~\ 
~ 
!> 
' 
-
Reason Stated • 
1 2 j 4 ~ b I 7 
I 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
92 
. Remarks 
B 9 I Io I 
I 
v Student feels she did not do 
this . Narcotic count indicated 
she probably did. 
' 
Charge nurse copied order in-
correctly. 
Overlooked order when checking 
the kardex 
' 
Charge nurse wrote order in 
Kardex for wrong patient . 
Student feels she did not do 
this . Narcotic count indicated 
she probably dido 
' I 
-
• 
